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Book started on 18.11.2011 This book is suffering frequent updates, so read the last updated version here: https://docs.google.com/document/pub?id=1gJHVdx7Gl3aPjR2PDblgYGIlMhNKoHPFG0VfJl6U_-Y We need your help! This book requires proofreading. English is not the native language of the author - If you notice any errors place a comment by logging in with a Google account. Feedback is welcomed. Download a version of this book here: Warning>It is NOT up to date: Steven Mark TPU, Tom Bearden MEG, Flynn SSG, Floyd Sparky Sweet VTA-SQM secrets (2nd Edition) http://www.scribd.com/niculaegeorgepion/d/77442791-Steven-Mark-TPU-Tom-Bearden-MEG-Flynn-SSG-Floyd-Sparky-Sweet-VTA-SQM-secrets-2nd-Edition Mandatory study, prior of reading this material: -Steven Mark Toroidal Power Unit(TPU) clip (one of many prototypes): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvLuQOKOVXQ -System of Electrical Distribution Tesla Patent 381,970: http://www.google.com/patents/US381970?printsec=abstract#v=onepage&q&f=false -Tom Bearden Motionless Electromagnetic Generator(MEG) patent file: http://www.rexresearch.com/meg/meg.htm Good to know study -Floyd Sparky Sweet VTA-SQM clip (hard to find) by Tom Bearden (torrent file) http://torrentz.eu/search?f=floyd+sweet+secrets -Marko Rodin basic introduction to elementary Vortex Mathematics and standard configuration Rodin coil clips: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K93dL65Q724 -Theodore Annis/Patrick Eberly single magnetic flux electric generator patent file: http://www.google.com/patents?id=FS6gAAAAEBAJ&printsec=abstract&zoom=4&source=gbs_overview_r&cad=0#v=onepage&q&f=false Optional study: -Complete series of clips of Steven Mark TPU: http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-1944827568401901581 http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=167210479374903373 http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-8435800732540412467 http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=333661567309752927 http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-5483558279656482347 -Donald L. Smith lecture at Tesla Symposium 1996 clips: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mV89RvaBYk -Charles Flynn solid state generator clip: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zh_C3yvJH0



A DETAIL STUDY OF THE STEVEN MARK TPU This study will bring us closer to understanding the toroid of Steven Mark, but not all the way to total understanding. I have discovered real construction behind the TPU from hours and hours of frame by frame carefully and methodically watching SM videos. First, I have come to believe that the various TPU-like devices presented by Steven in his videos are very different from each other. That is why there are so many different configurations, building plans, variants, opinions, topologies and implementations of Steven‟s TPU. The term "TPU" meaning Toroidal Power Unit is inappropriate, because the principle of operation has nothing to do with the Toroidal shape (with an open mind attitude, it can be for example, a cube). Steven Mark has chosen just to implement the principle inside Toroidal cores in order to capture most of the magnetic flux. The simplest and most "transparent" from Steven‟s devices is this one (the one that can be studied in detail):



So let's decide on a convention for naming the parts which we see in the device:



Many people say that Steven‟s TPU has 3 coils inside it…hmm…let's take a closer look. We can first note that there appears to be 4 segments, and therefore, there must be 4 coils.



1. Pretty obvious this one.



2. Same here



3. This one is obvious too



4. The forth coil is a little difficult to see



Yep. It's there all right. Here is another look:



OK. Let's summarise what we have seen so far. We seem to have some kind of a transformer with 4 coil windings and this one doesn't resemble in any way, the common conceptions of Steven‟s TPU construction:



Or: or: These are nowhere near the configuration which we are studying here. These configurations seem absurd to me! Where the heck do we ever see this type of arrangement in Steven Mark presentations? I haven't seen this anywhere! But hey, maybe the guys who say these things know better. I ONLY KNOW WHAT I SEE. THE REST… IS SPECULATION. Although in some cases educated guesses are acceptable. Ok. What we know so far:



Some say that this "4 coil Steven Mark Toroidal-like transformer" is similar to Tesla Patent 381,970 “System of Electrical Distribution”:



Hmm…Interesting…Looks similar. Let's take a closer look:



Ok, anyone who takes a look at this, might get confused by all these wires. Let's analyse what we have here, because it will help us a lot in figuring out how Steven‟s TPU works:



How does this work? Let us look at the generator:



Let's quote Tesla: "...it will be observed that at a given point of time the coil G is in its neutral position and is generating little or no current, while the other coil, G', is in a position where it exerts its maximum effect" (US patent 381970 page 2, line 95) So this generator has 2 coils perpendicular one to the other inside a simple N-S magnetic field (2 poles). The commutator has 4 contacts (from the 2 starts and 2 ends of the 2 coils) and there are 4 wires coming out of this generator. Simple stuff. As the generator spins, it outputs the waveforms in the right



Just a two-phase electric generator…typical of Tesla…Nothing fancy here. Ok, so two signals 90° degrees out of phase from each other, going into the transformer. One signal is a sine and the other is a cosine. So what happens then? Let's look at the transformer:



Let‟s simplify a little bit and take this Tesla transformer apart:



This is the basic configuration...so we have 8 coils here, and not 4, like in the TPU... This is important! This is the easiest place to start to understand how the TPU works! Ok, let's continue with harder stuff. So, the TPU has 4 windings, or does it have 8 ??? Let's take a closer look:



Hmm…not very clear… so let's look further:



Wow…what do we have there? It looks like 2 big thick heavy wire…could it be? Could it be a … bi-filar coil?



It's definitely a bifilar coil!!!



Here we can see that it is too thick to be only one wire. There must be two. Look closer and really pay attention! Each of the coils have 7 turns and they are definitely bifilar coils! There will be no point in having just the left coils bifilar, and the rest simple coils. It's got to be that all are bifilar. It's the only way to make sense. It's got to be a balanced symmetrical system. It's an educated guess! I hope you agree. If you don't agree, then find a better quality video, take a closer look than I did, and prove me wrong. So let's summarize what we DO KNOW so far:



This is Tesla technology! We need to study Tesla‟s patent number 381,970 in the most minute detail. So, let's see how Tesla‟s transformer works:



What is really interesting in this configuration is the way in which these coils are connected to each other. If we look closely, then we notice that they are connected in opposition to each other. So the magnetic flux created by these coils, is cancelling out…weird…How can a transformer work in such a way? Well… your understanding of this depends on your expectation of how it must work… It will work… but the efficiency will be very, very poor. But Tesla knew all of these things and more, so then… he must have been looking for something else…he was exploiting and investigating an effect… The Magnetic Flux vectors from these coils in operation looks like this:



This ancient Tesla design is still used in deflection coils in all CRT around the world. So much tribute we must give to this forgotten genius... And the firing stages of the Tesla transformer are:



A slightly more accurate representation of the magnetic field lines at one stage is:



Now what happens is, that when you energise two opposite coils like this, you will get output power on their matching secondary coils.



If you build a transformer like this, try and short-circuit the secondary and see what happens! What do you think will happen? Well…conventional education tells us that we will see a spark, and if we continue with the short-circuit, we could overheat and destroy the secondary winding. But not in this transformer… This type is a so called "Lenz-less solid state generator". Meaning that no matter what you do to the secondary winding you will not effect the primary winding in any way! No matter how much power you extract from the secondary, the primary will never see it! It will not "see" a load connected to it! And even better - when you connect a load to the secondary…THE INPUT POWER DECREASES! Quite the reverse of what you would expect!!! However, DON'T GET YOUR HOPES UP… because this is only half of the story. Here is the other disappointing half: even though this might seem like a huge COP, we are forgetting to take account of the power which the transformer itself consumes, when no load is connected to the secondary.



COP vs. OVERUNITY vs. EFFICIENCY A NON-CONVENTIONAL APPROACH IN DEFINING COP (FORCING A NEW DEFINITION FOR COP IN TRANSFORMERS CONSIDERING AS IF THERE IS ONLY ONE INPUT ENERGY SOURCE) At first i believed that these terms are the same exact thing, but researching i stumbled upon this: http://www.cheniere.org/correspondence/022502.htm. It is a letter by Tom Bearden on the difference between COP end efficiency. When I first saw it, I, like many others firmly believe that COP, Overunity and efficiency are one and the same thing. But then IN THE FIRST LINE, Tom Bearden says: I quote: “You confuse COP with efficiency, and they are two quite different things. Even many of the textbooks confuse these terms quite often” End quote. When I read this, I said to myself, Oh dear God. I to am making this confusion. I said to myself: “If COP is not the same as efficiency, then I’m going to disregard all my definitions for COP, all my definition for Overunity, all my definitions for efficiency. I’m going to erase all my definitions and start from scratch and take Tom Bearden word for granted. Ok. So, then I don’t know anything if he says they are different things.” Then I say to myself: “What the hell are they then?” I honestly responded to myself: “Ok. The only premise I will allow myself to start with is that I don’t know what COP is, I don’t know what efficiency is BUT I DO KNOW THAT OVERUNITY IS THE RATIO OF TOTAL POWER OUTPUT, OVER TOTAL INPUT POWER. This is the only supposition I will allow myself to make in my head, being the simplest, and that everybody knows it.” So Overunity is a propriety of an system to generate a lot more total power than the total power it consumes. When I say a system, I‟m thinking in my head for example at a simple transformer. This is the only idea I won‟t give up. This is the goal of Free Energy. Is the mission statement. Is where we all strive to reach. Everybody knows this. It‟s like the Lord Prayer. So then is has a dimensionless unit of measure (watt over watt gets reduced), and is expressed just by a number, usually below 1, and in the fringe research of free-energy we strive for it to be grater than 1.



USING ARISTOTELIAN LOGIC TO UNDERSTAND THE DIFFERENCE Ok. Tom says that COP is different from efficiency. Therefore Overunity must be the same with COP OR the same with efficiency OR different from both. Right? We will take his word for granted. Ok. Instead of trying to understand HOW THEY ARE DIFFERENT, let‟s try with something more simple, like defining the simplest one. To me the efficiency seems more simple to define than COP. So what is efficiency? To my amazement, HIS NEXT STATEMENT, defines exactly what is going in my head. I quote: “Rigorously, the efficiency of a motor or system may be defined as (total useful output) divided by (total energy input from all sources). No inert system can have an efficiency of greater than 100%, for that would be a violation of energy conservation.” O MY GOD. WE HAVE FOUND THE DEFINITION! And is the same as my first supposition of Overunity. OK.(Total energy out/total energy in) This means that Overunity is the same as efficiency! Just that



efficiency is multiplied by 100 and expressed in percentages. (According to Bearden’s definition of efficiency and personal definition of Overunity)



OK. Let‟s summarize what we have here: Let‟s make these notations: Overunity = variable A Efficiency = variable B COP = variable C



FROM THE TITLE OF THE PAGE WE KNOW THAT B≠C (BB). This means that Overunity is



not the same thing as COP!!! (according to Bearden and my definition of Overunity) Then What the hell is COP, if it‟s not the ratio TOTAL OUTPUT POWER/TOTAL INPUT POWER??? What is this COP? What on earth does is stand for? Again, amazingly his third statement, is exactly on my line of though. I quote: “The coefficient of performance (COP) […]“ Ok so now we know that COP is just performance. Let‟s use that term. Therefore we have 3 terms: “Overunity”, “Efficiency” and “Performance”.



Overunity = variable A Efficiency = variable B Performance = variable C We do know that “Overunity” is the same as “Efficiency” and both are different from “Performance”.



Therefore (A=B)≠C (A=B)


HE IS NOT USING A TOTAL IN THE DENOMINATOR!!! Let‟s try to understand what this alien concept of “energy input by the operator only means”. Let‟s quote him again: “If the operator only has to input, say, 10 joules of energy and the active environment freely inputs 90 joules of energy, then the total input is 100 joules. Now suppose that the system has 50% efficiency; i.e., it wastes or "loses" half the energy before it dissipates the rest of it in the load to do useful work. In that case the system outputs 50 joules of work for a total input of 100 joules, but with the operator only inputting 10 of those 100 input joules. So this system has an efficiency of 50% but a COP =5.0.” End quote. It‟s a little tricky but let‟s figure this together. Ok? If I‟m wrong feel free to correct me. First of all we do see that in order to state his total output power he first states the efficiency of his system, since:



Are we good until now? Good.



he is separating the INPUT POWER of his system into two separate entities: Now what he is doing



1. “[…] the operator only has to input, 10 joules […]” 2. “[…] active environment freely inputs 90 joules […]” Interesting, so he differentiated the total input power of 100 joules into two SEPARATED DISTINCT ENTITIES. The “Operator” (me or you) and the “Environment” (air, sun-rays, wind, water, ether, vacuum etc). His Total output is 50 joules. Therefore efficiency is: Ok? Is everything clear until now? Ok. FROM THE TITLE OF THE PAGE, we know that performance must be something different from 50. So we must get something different from 50. We will also keep that in mind to verify our correctness. So then. His Performance will be this total output (50) over this “operator input only” concept of (10) which equals 5. Correct, right? Hmm. Interesting. Let me guess. We will say that this system has a “very good performance” ? I guess so. What, have we learned so far? That Tom Bearden, when he is defining COP, he is using a simple common ratio, but in the denominator his is not using a total, because he differentiated the input power into two separate variables. Keep in mind that in my case I‟m always thinking at a transformer. So therefore, to define the performance of a transformer, I feel obligated like him to separate the input power into two distinct entities (variables).



The active environment HAS NO EFFECT ON OUR IDEAL TRANSFORMER OPERATION WHATSOEVER (according to the conventional ideal transformer model) . Therefore the active environment is inputting We must separate the input power into two distinct entities.



0 joules of energy into our ideal transformer, right? (This might slightly inevitably distort the concept. Let us hope only that this distortion is not going to bring too much error in our calculations)



Let us consider a more close to reality transformer:



Note: This type of definitions of COP, Efficiency and Overunity are mostly applied to Transformers and Ideal Transformers. Using these definitions in any other type of generators, motors or devices, is not recomended and will likely lead to serious distortions and errors.



Now, he is using the concept “operator input power only” therefore I should understand only that which I’m inputting in the transformer right? Only the power that I have to pay for, when I’m connecting a load, right?



When I’m connecting a load to a transformer, only the power seen at the input for MY PARTICULAR LOAD ONLY is what we are interested, right? Therefore I must disregard the rest, don‟t I? I must throw away the rest of the input power, because in calculating the COP I must take into account ONLY THE CHANGE I‟M BRINGING TO MY TRANSFORMER, right? Only the input power, seen by my load, right? Now let us consider an IDEAL TRANSFORMER:



Note: This type of definitions of COP, Efficiency and Overunity are mostly applied to Transformers and Ideal Transformers. Using these definitions in any other type of generators, motors or devices, is not recomended and will likely lead to serious distorsions and errors.



Ideal Power equation: If the secondary coil is attached to a load that allows current to flow, electrical power is transmitted from the primary circuit to the secondary circuit.



Ideally, the transformer is perfectly efficient. All the incoming energy is transformed from the primary circuit to the magnetic field and into the secondary circuit. If this condition is met, the input electric power must equal the output power: Transformers normally have high efficiency, so this formula is a reasonable approximation. Models of an ideal transformer typically assume a core of negligible reluctance with two windings of zero resistance. When a voltage is applied to the primary winding, a small current flows, driving flux around the magnetic circuit of the core.The current required to create the flux is termed the magnetizing current. Since the ideal core has been assumed to have near-zero reluctance, the magnetizing current is negligible, although still required, to create the magnetic field.



If I choose to define the “user input power” in the COP formula as the TOTAL INPUT So, you see?



POWER then is the same as efficiency, isn’t it? If I divide the OUTPUT by the sum (PIN consumed by the load+PIN consumed by the transformer with no load) then I divide the Total OUTPUT by the TOTAL INPUT in defining COP, which is the same as Efficiency, and thus CONTRADICTING TOM BEARDEN, no? Therefore, the “user input power” in COP for transformers should be only that which I‟m inputting in the transformer. Only the power that I have to pay for, when I‟m connecting a load When I‟m connecting a load to a transformer, only the power seen at the input for MY PARTICULAR LOAD ONLY.



Then what I’m disregarding, and throwing away in my case, is the input power consumed by my transformer when no load is



which in an ideal case is 0 anyway! connected,



(just like the active environment input power in an ideal



transformer=0)



Thus in an ideal transformer COP will be equal to 1, efficieny will equal to 1, and overunity will be equal to 1! This is why so many people think all these are the same (like I did). Which is true, but not quite accurate. It is only true in an ideal case for an ideal transformer (in other generators, motors or devices, these rules, definitions and deductions will probably not apply. They mostly apply to transformers and ideal transformers). In reality and practice, COP will be different from the Efficiency because the Power consumed by the transformer with no load is not 0 in reality. So in a transformer with no load (open circuit), the magnetizing current is negligible but is not 0, resistance of the windings are negligible but not 0, thus



COP will



be different from Efficiency. Therefore, now my transformer works in analogy like a market stall:



The load, are the apples that I‟m buying, and the “input operator user input power only whatever stuff” must be the paper money that I‟m giving, right? If all these deductions I‟ve made so far are correct, then what I‟m disregarding, and throwing away in my case, is the input power consumed by my transformer when no load is connected, (when nobody is buying), right? The cost that it takes me to run the stall, or the shop, right? Which ideally should be as low as possible (ideal 0). I have to divide the input power into two distinct entities. The way I‟m discribing this dihotomy is not recomended, due to distorting the actual concept of COP, therefore these rules, definitions and deductions should only be applied to transformers and ideal transformers. It is not recomended to make this dihotomy in other devices, generators or motors. So, if i do this separation of the input power, why not use the “user input power” as the power consumed by the transformer with no load, and disregard the power absorbed by the load seen at the input. Quite reversed then what i‟m describing. In such a case then idealy, when i connect a transfomer with a load attached to an



AC source, then the efficiency will be 100% (POUT=PIN), but the COP “user input power” will be 0, and dividing by 0 means infinity. This is absurd. I just said that in an ideal transformer COP= (infinity) like my ideal transformer would be a windmill or something (where the user input power is 0). This means that this case is incorrect. Therefore COP “user input power” is that which I‟m inputting in the transformer. Only the power that I have to pay for, when I‟m connecting a load. When I‟m connecting a load to a transformer, only the power seen at the input for my particular load only, disregarding the power consumed by our transformer when the load is detached which idealy is 0 anyway. And



thus ideally COP will be the same as Efficiency, but in reality they are different. (INTRODUCING A NEW DEFINITION FOR COP IN TRANSFORMERS CONSIDERING AS IF THERE IS ONLY ONE INPUT ENERGY SOURCE) Let‟s summarize all this. The coefficient of performance is defined by the total useful output energy divided by energy input by the operator only. To understand the difference let us consider a normal transformer.



In this first case, we have a regular transformer with it's primary winding connected to an alternating current(AC) power source. The secondary winding is not connected to anything, it has no load (R=infinite) We can calculate the power consumed by the transformer in this open-circuit test (PIN), which is: PIN(NO LOAD)=VP x IP But, when we connect a load that input power changes:



In this case, with an output load, we calculate:



And what we are after are these ratios:



This seems like a somewhat "brutal" way to put it, but we now see what a big difference there is between these parameters.



CONVENTIONAL DEFINITION OF COP



(ONLY APPLIES WHEN WE HAVE MULTIPLE INPUT ENERGY SOURCES)



I hope it‟s clear now that the conventional definition only applies when we have an intersection of two special cases. Again I‟m speaking only in regards to transformers. I don‟t care about other types of generators, batteries or other free-energy stuff. I‟m only speaking from the limited view point of transformers. So again, going back to this conventional understanding of COP. It only applies in a special unique case. No! No...Wait there‟s more! When we have two unique spacial rare cases both at once!



But Most of transformers on the face of the planet are working having only ONE POWER SUPPLY! But this is how conventional First unique special rare case is when we have an additional input power supply.



COP is defined. We MUST have an additional input power source that provides for the extra energy we see at the output! Second unique special rare case that must occur at the same time with the first one, with makes this whole case more rare than rare, is when we are unable to measure the additional power that this second input is providing, or it is ambiguous. You see now why we need another approach in defining COP? The Conventional definition of COP will now be:



This will mean that what we will normaly be calculating as eficiency of a transformer, and come up with more than 100% efficiency, actually we have calculated COP. Of course we wouldn't realise that, when this additional input power source is hiding or is not visible or is not very apparent. So for all practical reasons we will be tempted to say that we have efficiency over 100%. This is what really Tom Bearden meant in his letter when he said we shouldn‟t confuse COP with efficiency! Now if we are indeed able to measure the power that this additional input is providing, then things are more different. We now have two cases, when we have efficiency below and above 100%. Now the Efficiency will become:



Which can be below 100% or above, case when we say we have achieved overunity.



A visual representation of the performance coefficient (COP) and efficiency in transformers.



Note: This type of definitions of COP, Efficiency and Overunity are mostly applied to Transformers and Ideal Transformers. Using these definitions in any other type of generators, motors or devices, is not recomended and will likely lead to serious distorsions and errors.



Ask yourself: Why some COP>1 devices can't feed themselves, by closing the loop between the output and the input? Let‟s investigate the answer to this question by considering some examples:



Note: This type of definitions of COP, Efficiency and Overunity are mostly applied to Transformers and Ideal Transformers. Using these definitions in any other type of generators, motors or devices, is not recomended and will likely lead to serious distorsions and errors.



In the above case, we have the same transformer with a Coefficient of performance of 1.5 that in the first instance can‟t feed itself, and the second it can. What’s the difference? Let‟s take a look at another transformer, this time with a bigger COP (maybe the bigger, the better, right? wrong.):



Note: This type of definitions of COP, Efficiency and Overunity are mostly applied to Transformers and Ideal Transformers. Using these definitions in any other type of generators, motors or devices, is not recomended and will likely lead to serious distorsions and errors.



In both examples, we have seen how COP=1.5 and even COP=6 are not overunity, and can‟t sustain themselves. So then, Overunity is not dependent on COP. You could have overunity with a COP=1.1 device and not have overunity with a COP=10 device. In both four cases, the major player in achieving self-sustaining (overunity) is the “blue liquid” or the power consumed by the transformer in an open-circuit test, when no load is connected at the output. If we carefully study the above pictures, we can see a pattern emerging and determine the conditions that must be satisfied by the “blue liquid” in order to have overunity. So let‟s write down the equations (inequality) for this condition:



which is the true condition for overunity to exist in order for our transformer to sustain itself. This means that our inequality (3.1) is true. Let‟s analyze this inequality further: For simplicity reasons we will name these parameters with the following letters: PIN (NO LOAD)=m; PIN(CONSUMED ONLY BY THE LOAD)=n; PIN TOTAL (WITH LOAD)=p; POUT=q;



This translates into the condition for overunity or self-sustaining in transformers:



SECRETS IN LOWERING THE INPUT POWER CONSUMED BY A TRANSFORMER WHEN NO LOAD IS CONNECTED AT THE OUTPUT (OPENCIRCUIT) (A.K.A LOWERING THE “BLUE LIQUID”): This PIN (NO LOAD) “blue liquid”, can be drastically reduced by providing better containment for the magnetic flux generated by the primary windings. When this magnetic flux generated by the transformer is created in a material which can contain it and retain it (with low magnetic reluctance), and has a high magnetic permeability , and this material also has a low magnetostriction then the input power consumed by the transformer without a load should decrease. Also using short square wave signals (one-shot pulses or low duty cycle signals) as an alternative to sine-waves signals, should in theory spent less energy and drastically reducing this “blue liquid”. Using higher operating frequencies might reduce it.



Ask yourself: Why can’t we connect more COP>1 devices together and achieve overunity? INTERCONNECTING COP>1 DEVICES Let us find an answer to such a question, by trying to interconnect in various ways COP>1 devices. CASE 1: CASCADE CONNECTION FOR COP>1 TRANSFORMERS:



Note: This type of definitions of COP, Efficiency and Overunity are mostly applied to Transformers and Ideal Transformers. Using these definitions in any other type of generators, motors or devices, is not recomended and will likely lead to serious distorsions and errors.



In this case, we have started with 50 units of “energy liquid”. This energy was transformed into 26 units of energy with a good performance of 1.5, and these 26 units were again transformed with a remarkable coefficient of performance of 6 and we ended up with 24 units of energy. It’s damn blue liquid, that’s the problem! If we can reduce it, then our case will be:



Note: This type of definitions of COP, Efficiency and Overunity are mostly applied to Transformers and Ideal Transformers. Using these definitions in any other type of generators, motors or devices, is not recomended and will likely lead to serious distorsions and errors.



In this case we have 6 units of energy consumed only by the load in the second transformer. With a COP=6 we achieve an output energy greater than the input energy.Finally, we have an energy gain. Then we will be tempted to close the loop:



Note: This type of definitions of COP, Efficiency and Overunity are mostly applied to Transformers and Ideal Transformers. Using these definitions in any other type of generators, motors or devices, is not recomended and will likely lead to serious distorsions and errors.



Wait a second, before we attempt to close the loop, and create a self-sustaining device, that power itself, let‟s look back and see what we really have here:



Note: This type of definitions of COP, Efficiency and Overunity are mostly applied to Transformers and Ideal Transformers. Using these definitions in any other type of generators, motors or devices, is not recomended and will likely lead to serious distorsions and errors.



In this case, we must ask ourselves, what is the point in having the first transformer? What is it‟s purpose? It serves no purpose, because if we are trying to achieve energy gain, then this first transformer is waisting energy and is not efficient. Let‟s discard it. But then we end up with only one system:



Note: This type of definitions of COP, Efficiency and Overunity are mostly applied to Transformers and Ideal Transformers. Using these definitions in any other type of generators, motors or devices, is not recomended and will likely lead to serious distorsions and errors.



Conclusion: We must not take into account devices that have COP>1 and are already overunity, and can sustain themselves. What is the point is connecting a transformer capable of sustaining itself to another device with COP>1? A transformer with COP>1 and overunity>1 shouldn't be connected to anything, but itself! CASE 2: PARALLEL CONNECTION FOR COP>1 TRANSFORMERS: A parallel connection case would be like the one in the picture below. Bear in mind, since COP is dependent on the load which we are using, for simplicity reasons we would consider that the COP for these next transformers is predetermined on the same load. If not, we could use a impedance matching transformer.



Note: This type of definitions of COP, Efficiency and Overunity are mostly applied to Transformers and Ideal Transformers. Using these definitions in any other type of generators, motors or devices, is not recomended and will likely lead to serious distorsions and errors.



In this case the two transformers can be equivalence with only one device exhibiting this COP: Note that 2.38 is not an average between 1.5 and 6. This equivalent COP be determined without making equivalences, and calculating total input energy or total output energy: Again let‟s make the naming convention as above: PIN(CONSUMED ONLY BY THE LOAD)=n; POUT=q; Let‟s consider the first transformer COP to be: And the second transformer COP: We are trying to determine COPechivalnet as a relationship of COP1 and COP2:



CASE 3: SERIES CONNECTION FOR COP>1 TRANSFORMERS: Let us consider the easyest setup in which both of transformers have the same input impedance. In this case the energy consumed by each transformer will be divided in half from what they normally consume independently.



Note: This type of definitions of COP, Efficiency and Overunity are mostly applied to Transformers and Ideal Transformers. Using these definitions in any other type of generators, motors or devices, is not recomended and will likely lead to serious distorsions and errors.



The output energy generated by our transformers put together will still be lower than the total input energy. If the transformers have different input impedance's, then the one with the lower impedance will consume more energy



In any case, and whatever we do, we are always losing energy, not gaining! than the other.



Conclusion: COP>1 devices, can‟t feed themselves or one another, unless they are ALSO overunity! And if one of them is overunity, there is no need to connect it to anything else, but itself! Note: The rules presented above might change with other type of devices and laws on which they operate.



Changing our mentality Here is some more food for thought. Many people who are striving to reach over-unity, always expect to gain more energy than they put in! But that is impossible! Yeah, you read it right! It's impossible to gain something out of nothing! And that's a universal TRUTH! The Law of Conservation of energy always applies.



Here it comes…..BUT…you could bend it to your own advantage We must change the way we address this over unity issue. What if we don't have to gain more? What if we don't have to output more power than we put in? You might say:



What the heck are you talking about there? You are full of shit! Bear with me a moment. Please. What if…we are approaching the over unity issue in a wrong way? I believe that we don't have to gain more, but quite the reverse! WE HAVE TO SPEND LESS! And that is the key to over unity! We don't have to expect to gain more energy at the output! But in fact we must look at the input! That's were the magic happens. That is where we have to pay attention.



Reaching over unity not by gaining more energy at the output, but by spending less energy at the input (a.k.a “blue liquid”)!!! Yeah, but you still have an energy gain, where does that energy come from? From the magnetic field produced by permanent magnets. If you have a magnetic field already in place running through a core, then in theory you should spend less energy building the same magnetic flux, which would have taken a lot more energy to create if you didn't use a permanent magnet (inductance gain). But in theory, this energy gain from the magnet is so small and insignificant that you can't use it for anything! You can't do anything with it! Or can you? Yes you can, if you have a near 100% efficient transformer, you could raise it‟s performance above the 100% mark and pass the over unity barrier by using this trick! That is again, in theory. That's how I think the TPU really works…in theory To back these above words I‟m going to use a famous qoute: “ [...]With continuous flux paths the static flux from the permanent magnet or magnets is useless. However, if the static flux of the permanent magnet confined to the flux paths were modified to be time varying it would have utility for electromagnetic induction devices for power conversion like transformers and power inverters". I will let the reader to figure out who said this. I don‟t believe it‟s a very comprehensive sentence, so let me explain what to above quote speaks about:



OVERUNITY SECRET:



It speaks about an ■ First step: You don‟t energize the input primary side of a transformer with a normal, conventional approach with power from a power line, you let a permanent magnet energize it. Yeah, but the magnetic field of a magnet is static. That is correct, BUT you could make the magnetic field of a magnet be dynamic. ■ Then the second and final step is to make sure that the energy spent dynamising the magnet field by exiting and kicking it, is lower than the energy provided at the output by the magnet. So then, back to our Tesla transformer 381970, even if it has an extraordinary performance, it is not efficient because of the input power consumed without a load. If you are lucky you can maybe get let's say 10% efficiency out of this Tesla transformer. 10% efficiency means for example that if the primary consumes 200W of power, you will see at the output a maximum of 20W. But the interesting effect here, that was the reason why we investigated this old Tesla design, is the fact that when you extract the 20W of power from the secondary, the input power of 200W stays the same, and it doesn't increase to 220W as you would normally expect. It is extremely low in efficiency because of the outside magnetic field, that is, the magnetic field lines outside the core are not closed. In theory if you could reduce the magnetic reluctance of the core material, and figure out a way to keep all of the magnetic flux inside the transformer, then maybe, you could in theory obtain over unity, and close the loop.



This is interesting stuff, but in Steven Mark‟s TPU do we have this Lenz-less opposing magnetic flux/magnetic decoupling effect in the coils as seen in the Tesla patent? All of the 8 coils of Steven‟s TPU appear to be wired in series, one after the other in a chain. Let's take a closer look:



Ok, so the front-left coil starts from below and is wound clockwise, viewed from the front. This leads us to the logical deduction that it‟s end will exit the coil from the upper side of the coil:



Now, look at the back-left coil:



The back-left coil is wound in the same clockwise direction (if you start the windings of the toroid in a clockwise direction when viewed from above). Let's continue to investigate this:



This is very difficult to see, but I dare you to prove me wrong, by finding the same video in a better quality, change the brightness, contrast, color, saturation, hue, and all this parameters, and see this for yourself that it's right. Hmm…he changed the direction of the winding to counter-clockwise, if you consider the start to be were the wires come out of the device. Let's continue on…



The front-right hand coil is wound in a counter-clockwise direction. It starts from above, and ends below. NOW WE KNOW ALL THE DIRECTIONS OF THE WINDINGS WITH A HIGH DEGREE OF CERTAINTY!! Let us summarise what we know so far:



At the front-left coil we have chosen to start the wire from the outside of the TPU, and therefore, our wire will start above the core, and will end below the core. BUT the starting and ending leads of the coils are actually situated INSIDE the TPU, therefore, the front-left coil which starts from the inside at the front pole, from below now, and ends at the left pole above going inside of the TPU. So a better and much clear representation will be like this:



As suspected, Steven is creating the effect we are after, by using opposing magnetic fluxes. Let us take a look at that bundle of wires in the middle of the TPU. Where do they connect to?



This is the toughest job, but we can clearly distinguish 2 wires connected to, or coming from, the right pole. How are these wires connected? To what? What other wires do we have here?



We could combine them like this:



This would be foolish, because the front-left hand coil would be rendered useless. Another combination could be:



This would be ineffective also, because this time, the back-left coil will be redundant. Other combinations will be like this:



In these configurations, we have two sub-possibilities, both ineffective, as we will see. The first sub-possibility is that the current flow through these 2 yellow wires is in opposite directions with one going and one coming. Regardless of which one's which, let's think also about how the front left coil enters into this junction, and how the back-left coil leaves this junction.



If the wires were connected like this, it would nullify our pole! So then what's the point in having the permanent magnet placed here??? Our coils don't create a magnetic pole here! So, this sub-possibility has to be wrong! (Comment on 29.12.2011: If this is your first time reading the book, don‟t read this comment. It will be extremely confusing and even contradicting all i have stated. I have come to believe that this is actually not wrong, but in fact quite correct, and even more than that, it‟s an improvement of the final configuration. So study the final most likely configuration and the further study on improving performance to see how this above case is correct)



The last incorrect sub-possibility is that the direction of the current flow through these 2 yellow wires is in the same direction.



If the wires are connected like this, then you might say: what's the point in having 2 wires with the same current?, it can be just one…and you are right. If so, then it's a median point. But what if it's not the same current? It could be 2 sequential pulsed currents, when one in on, the other is off and vice-versa. If the wires are connected like this, then bear with me, because it gets a little complicated. To pulse two flip/flop currents through these two yellow wires, will mean that you will need a ground for them. The only possible symmetrical ground for them will be on blue wire in the right pole. Now, this is somehow peculiar, but the blue 4 coils (let them be primary coils) will generate 4 magnetic poles like so:



But this is also a wrong configuration. Why? We will considering the blue coils to be our primary, then the red coils our secondary. Our primary fires first the back side of the TPU:



Then the front side of the TPU, and so on:



By doing this, Our secondary, due to not having any sort of connection at the back pole, will generate at the A and B terminals two equal voltages of same polarity. Due to the fact they have the same polarity at a particular time (either + or -), and equal voltage, there will be no voltage drop between them. You may be wondering what is this "Secondary magnetic flux" in red. I know that's not quite correct, but it's the same flux as the blue vector, but for the sake of understanding how the secondary winding will operate, we conventionally chosen to represent it this way. The only way to collect power from this type of red-secondary is to have a ground connection at the back-pole, because our voltage potential is created from this point.



But we cannot see any wire connected to the back pole. Therefore there is no possible way to generate an output from this red-secondary configuration. There is another configuration, also false, and just like above, but this time, our secondary plugs are situated at the right pole:



We know we don't have a connection at the back pole and at the left pole the 2 wires connected serve as inputs. No room for the third wire. So the only possible other connection will be at point C. But then the whole back red winding will serve no purpose. Most likely this configuration the secondary winding will need another wire at the left pole of the TPU. (that makes 3 wires connected here - false configuration). But nothing will be generated on the back/front side of the TPU, because we have two magnetic fluxes that oppose each other in the middle (at the front&back pole). Although there may be some true in these configuration, and it may be the way he is firing the primary. THE ONLY REMAINING MOST LIKELY POSSIBLE CONFIGURATION WILL BE LIKE THIS:



This is straightforward. First we have reached the point were we can say with certainty that Steven is using a tapped median point on the left pole, therefore, regardless of the direction of the current in or out of these median points, he will have created 4 magnetic poles (at the front, back, left and right of the TPU). How are the poles really oriented? How are the magnets oriented? How is he firing the coils? Let's study possible answers to these questions: Steven says that his devices produces only DC. That to me seems pretty logical. Why? Well… because of the magnets which he places on the top slots of the TPU:



He is using two magnets one on the right hand pole and one on the left hand pole (conventional naming from the camera point of view, and from the wires that come out of the TPU). If you are going to use permanent magnets, oriented like this, (with either south or north pole upwards or downwards), you must excite these coils ONLY WITH PULSED DIRECT CURRENT ! It's the only way it will work! You can't use alternating current, or alternating square wave, or anything like that, because one half of the sine-wave of your signal



will be helped by the magnet, while the other half of the sine-wave will be disrupted. Pulsed Direct Current is the only logical way! So then, we definitely know he is pulsing the coils with DC…BUT HOW? Well…Here my research stumbled a bit. The most likely configurations are as follows:



This would imply that we start from the left pole as the positive lead, but we will end up with 2 separate ground connections which must be connected together to form one ground. Why? Well... you could have separate grounds in any device, but in this one it's unlikely. I mean, think about it, that will imply that you would have two have different coil control circuits, and, as I have stated, that means that you will have to drive them sequentially, because if you drive them, excite them or power them, together (both at the same time) there is no point in having them separated. So if he is driving them sequentially, which is most likely, he would have use one ground and two positive leads not the other way around, so that he will use one control circuit with two switching transistors. Again, having two separate grounds will imply that he must have two control circuits or different excitation for each ground, that means that the device gets a little more complicated, and this complexity is not supported by what we see in the videos. Complicated how? Again you might wonder. Well…let's think this through. Two separate grounds that don't go to Earth (real ground/dirt) in such a small device, must be very well insulated from each other. One power source draining towards two separate grounds. These grounds not only they require proper insulation due to nominal operating voltage of the device, but they must be very well "grounded" meaning that they must provide a very good "antenna" or a way to dissipate or drain the electron flow that will come from the positive lead. You could connect them to something that drains the electrons, let's say the core(metallic disks), but then where do you connect the second ground in a symmetrical fashion? But again, you might be thinking that he doesn't dissipates the electron flow towards these grounds, that he is creating a feedback loop, returning what he separated in to two grounds back to the same source that he started with. My reply is that it's possible, but unlikely. Now the device has become more complex and has a totally different "exotic" operation principle than the one that I'm describing. If he has two grounds, and if he is using an asymmetrical operation, then why is he using a symmetrical construction? Therefore our final, and only possibility will look like this:



This could be one very possible configuration for a working model, but it still has a long way to go. I intentionally did not mention an obvious construction detail until now, indicating the reason why he build it in the way that he did. If you haven't yet figure it out by now, let's think about this topology for a second. We know from the Tesla transformer that it is extremely inefficient due to the fact that more than 80% of the field created by the primary coils is situated outside of the core, and can't be tapped, (although there are some implementations which use a rotor, inside the Tesla Transformer). So how can we close all the magnetic field lines, to increase it's efficiency? That is the correct and right question! The answer was found by Steven Mark with his clever and ingenious design:



You probably think that I've made a mistake and that the front pole in fact has no core. That's true, there is a junction box there, but again, you get the picture. You might think that the top core disk is just for design. If so, then …you are so wrong… it's actually what makes this design unique!! It's what makes it work! It's the key to magnetic containment! It's how Steven Mark figured out how to return the opposing magnetic flux lines in the Tesla transformer through another one on top! The top disk provides the return path for the opposing magnetic fields created by the coils!



If you don't believe that the above picture is correct, then, first you must realize that everything up to now has been pure, sane, healthy, rational, fine deduction. NOTHING SPECULATIVE! NO GUESSING! NOTHING LIKE THAT! Read again, how I come to this conclusion from the deductions I made until now. Then to prove me wrong you must first prove that the above statements I made above are wrong. But hey, if you know a better way, why don't you write it down, and share it? With this configuration we can proudly say: Outside magnetic field? In theory? 0! Efficiency? In theory? 100% energy conversion. So let's theorise a little bit now. If this configuration can have a core with a high permeability, then a primary winding and a secondary winding that generate such a field (four closed magnetic circuits), would have in theory above 98% efficiency. You might say that's ridiculous high and I'm forgetting about iron loses. No I'm not. Regarding this, iron loses are energy loses due to hysteresis magnetisation and demagnetisation of a ferrous metal. Right, but you have to remember that we are only working in the first quadrant of the hysteresis cycle!



That means that we are not demagnetising the core! The core is in fact reaching magnetic saturation! (it is not fully saturated). It is always magnetised in one direction! (comment on 02.12.2011:I’m wrong here. Although many TPU researchers believe this to be so, I no longer consider this to be a valid working principle. The input of the TPU is pulsed short square wave, below 10% duty cycle (a.k.a kicks), the output is sinewave, rectified and filtered. This is a fact. Read further and you will be convinced. )



That is another reason why we must place the magnets carefully always in one way. We shouldn't reverse them during experiments, because due to the high magnetic flux density, the retentivity of the core will be at a high state. So if we change the direction, we have to spend extra energy to "reset" (reverse) it, that is in theory anyway. Now here's another theory, what if we can provide an already existing magnetic field, in the same configuration and direction as the flux generated by the coils, so that we can raise above 100% efficiency? Wouldn't that be something? . Anyway, I have come to believe that the reason Steven Mark is using permanent magnets might be the same thing as Charles Flynn does in his Solid-State Electric Generator:



This is another transformer, but which has a magnet in the middle. What's the point? The point is to manipulate the opposing flux fields generated by the coils with these magnets, to "reinforce" the field created by them, and to spend a little less energy in creating a magnetic field once you have one already from the permanent magnet. The Charles Flynn generator works in a different manner, but Steven Mark‟s TPU is using magnets for the same reason. If one of the TPU magnets has it‟s north pole facing upwards and the other magnet has it‟s south pole facing upwards, then the magnetic field created by them will bypass the front and back magnetic poles of the TPU:



There will be just these two poles created by the magnets (two magnetic closed circuits). This configuration must be wrong, because of the direction of the magnetic field from the magnets with this arrangement. Half of the magnetic field would opposite the magnetic field created by the coils. Remember how those fields are orientated:



The coils change their winding direction at the front and back pole, so we have two magnetic fields in opposition in these places, and one of them will be also oppose the field from the magnet. But by using them in repulsive mode, and orienting them so that they both have similar poles facing in the same direction, then their fields will look exactly like the one's generated by the coils:



So now, we have determined with a high degree of certainty how he orients his magnets in the TPU! We could re-analyze all possible configuration, and determine that there are only very few that might work, and the rest will not work, like these ones:



Why wouldn't this way be a valid configuration?



Remember that he is placing the magnets at the left&right pole, so the interacting flux fields, from the magnets and the coils, will be in opposition in some places:



Let's analyse further other configurations:



These ones are also false, just like above, because the magnetic field vectors from the magnets, work against the flux developed by the coils. The magnets must help the flux created by the coils, so knowing this, there are not much true working configurations left. This is where this deductive, and certain study ends, but it's not over. If, like me, you feel drawn to this type of technology, then please continue the work which I have started here! I am going to continue further, but from this point on, please be aware that I am going to guess a lot, so the certainty factor will be greatly reduced.



Firing the coils How is Steven exciting the coils? Well we do know for a fact that he is using pulsed DC, but how is he driving this type of pulsed current through the coils? Which connection points does he use? It seems most likely that he is using a square wave with sharp rising and falling edges (the so called "kicks"). Some say that he isn't using any type of control circuit board, and no integrated circuits. That seems most likely to me, because Steven says that his device is extremely simple. So let's keep things as simple as possible. (I'm not saying that having IC control board for a TPU is complicated). I think that there are no MOSFET's in his device! Why? Well…think about it! If he were to use MOSFETs, then they would have to switch at least 100V at more than 10 Amps, judging by the wire gauge which he is using. He would also need a control circuit to drive the gates of these MOSFETs, and due to the closed feedback loop, and having no battery in the device, he would have to generate a low voltage and low current inside a some sort of feedback/coil that drives the gates in order not to burn those transistors out. But nothing which we have seen supports that! Therefore the supposition, that he is not using MOSFET transistors, is likely to be true (I'm not saying that with a high degree of certainty, as I could be wrong). There is no feedback coil in this system, and that, I state as a fact. This system is balanced and symmetrical, and we have chosen for the sake of conventional knowledge of transformers, terms like "primary windings" and "secondary windings". But we know that we are dealing with a 1:1 ratio transformer, therefore the primary can be used as a secondary, and vice-versa. You could swap them, because they are identical. That's a fact! We also know that this transformer has a median point in it's secondary, and also his primary winding has a median point. Two median points in his transformer (at the left pole in the pictures):



I believe that he is somehow using a common bistable/astable bipolar transistor circuit, with only two transistors. Why do I think that way, and could it be that simple? I believe so! I think he is using a flip-flop circuit to drive these coils:



So in this arrangement the TPU should work like this:



The most likely working principle of all analysed posibilities.



This configuration is most like to be to operation of the TPU, because now it is very similar in operation to the



Charles Flynn Generator:



It has simple working principle:



When you understand how the Flynn generator works, then you will see that Steven‟s TPU is actually a better version of the same technology. Although this type of generator is working in AC, Steven‟s TPU can't work like that due to the coil winding direction at the front and back poles. Check the picture above, and you will realize that if you change the direction of the current through the TPU coils, then the 4 magnetic poles created around it will alternate and the magnet will vibrate, because one moment it is attracted by the flux inside the TPU, and the next moment it is repelled, so it can't work with sinewave AC! By implementing the Charles Flynn solid state generator in a toroid core, it becomes more efficient, due to providing a better magnetic flux containment construction.



Applications: Ok. Let's put some of the things we've learn into practice. Let's start with the first analysed system, the Tesla Transformer, patent nr. 381,970 The first practical consideration is the core:



And what is made of:



Let‟s quote Tesla: “I use a core, A, which is close upon itself [...] I make it of thin strips, plates, or wires of soft iron electrically insulated as far as practicable.” (US patent 381970, page 2, line 52)



So then, insulated soft iron wire... I will insulate the wire with electrical tape, and achieve the beehives shape of the core described above, using ordinary sewing wire:



Then I used 4 bifilar coils to wind it just like Tesla, and this is the final result:



Sorry that I skipped so many constructive steps, but I didn't took pictures as I built it. Please ignore, the additional coils winded over the green electrical tape. They have a complete different purpose, that doesn't relate to our study. I will speak about them some other time. Ok, so this is what we have here:



I forgot how many turns I used in all the coils. Even though I struggled to build it as symmetrical as possible, some coils might have 2 to 10 turns is addition or less than the other coils. All coils have 10 Ohms +/- 0.1 Ohm. I used 0.32004mm wire(0.0126 inch), that is AWG 28. This type of wire has 64.9 ohms/feet or 212.872 ohm/km. This data is collected from http://www.powerstream.com/Wire_Size.htm. I have build this device I think back in 2008 or something, and don't remember how much wire I used, but I can calculate based on this data. So all my 8 coils have 10ohms, that makes 80 Ohms of awg 28 wire, so the material I used should be somewhere around:



Minor details about the coils: Winding was done with a bifilar coil, so I used 2 spool of wires in the winding process. All coils are multi-layered coils winded in one direction only (meaning that after I completed a layer, to begin the second layer I returned with the wire back were I started, so not to change the winding direction, although this doesn't really matter and it's not important), manually all turns were laid neatly and compactly as I could.



POWERING (AC) HALF OF THE TESLA TRANSFORMER 381970 WITHOUT A LOAD Ok. So let's test this device. We will power the device through a 230V 100W light bulb:



First let's see how much actual power our light bulb consumes:



So we have: P=U x I=225V x 0.38A=85.5W (5)



SETUP 1



For testing let's use this schematic diagram:



U1+U2≅220V (6)



Here the Clamp meter gives a false reading of 1.12 Amps due to the strong outside magnetic field he have discussed above. Even two feet away it still gives a false reading of 0.43Amps. Let's discard this type of amp-meter, because it's to sensitive to the magnetic field created by the devices (as it should be).



And closer shots of the measuring devices:



So our measuring devices indicate these parameters: i=0.35Amps U1=210Volts U2=23.2Volts U1+U2=210V+23.2V=233.2V (7) So we have 233.2V compared to 220V in theory from equation (6) We can calculate the power consumed by the light bulb: Plightbulb=U1 x i=210V x 0.35A=73.5W (8) and the power consumed by the device without a load connected at the output: Pdevice=U2 x i=23.2 x 0.35A= 8.12 W (9) Total power consumption by our configuration: Ptotal=Plightbulb+Pdevice=73.5W+8.12W= 81.62 W (10) For simplicity reasons we won't take into account the power consumed by the devices.



FULL POWERING (AC) THE TESLA TRANSFORMER 381970 WITHOUT A LOAD SETUP 2: Now, let's try a different setting, by powering up the other side of the device: In this arrangement we are using a capacitor (C) in order to shift the voltage by a theoretical 90°(more like 60° in reality):



Note: L1 is actually created from two coils in series. Same with L2.



Due to the phase shift created with capacitor C, the magnetic poles created by coil L2 will lag so a rotating magnetic field will be formed. Voltmeter V1 will measure the voltage drop U1 on the light bulb; Voltmeter V2 will measure the voltage drop U2 on the first half of the primary winding (in blue) Voltmeter V3 measures the voltage drop U3 on the second half of the primary winding (in orange) Amp-meter A1 measures the current i1 Amp-meter A2 measures the current i2 The rest of the parameters in the diagram can be calculated from following formulas: i1=i2+i3 from Kirchhoff's first law also known as Kirchhoff's current law (KCL) (11) and U2=UC+U3 (12) I will use a 15 F capacitor at 450V.



I will make two measurements, one with an amp-meter as A1 and second as A2.



Note: L1 is actually created from two coils in series. Same with L2. With the second coil on operation, our instruments indicate these values: i1=0,34A U1=202,5V (average between the two measurements) U2=27,25V U3=8,8V i2=0,12A Let us calculate the Power consumption of the light-bulb: We could calculate the voltage drop across the capacitor from equation (12) Let us calculate the current i3 that the coil L1 drains: Now we can calculate the power consumption of the coils L1 and L2:



You are probably thinking that it‟s not right that the coil L2 should consume so less power, and that i should change the capacitor value. But, if i do that, then the phase shift will be less than 40°, so the less voltage i will have on the coil L2 the more phase shifted it will be from the voltage on coil L1. Now we can say what the power consumption of our transformer without a load connected at the output:



And finally calculate the total power consumption of our circuit:



POWERING (AC) HALF OF THE TESLA TRANSFORMER 381970 WITH A LOAD SETUP 1: Case 1 Let us use a 12V 2W filament ligh-bulb acting as a resistive load, in this next setup:



In more detail:



Amp-meter A1 will measure the current i1 (input current); Volt-meter V1 will measure the voltage drop across the 100W light-bulb; Volt-meter V2 will measure the voltage drop across the coil L1 from the primary windings (input voltage) Amp-meter A2 will measure the current i2 (output current); Volt-meter V3 will measure the voltage drop U3 across our 2W light-bulb acting as a load (output voltage);



Closer shots of the instruments:



Note: L1 is actually created from two coils in series. Same with L3. So, we have these values: i1=0,37A U1=205V U2=24,4V i2=148,1mA U3=15,725V (average) Let us calculate the Power consumption of the light-bulb: We will calculate the power consumption of the coil L1 (input power): Power consumed by this setup:



And let us calculate the output power: Let us see if we have overunity:



Well, we don‟t have overunity, so then let us see the efficiency of our transformer in this present setup:



In order to calculate the COP, we need the user input power, which is in our case, the input power consumed only by the load, discarding the power consumed by the transformer. So, then we need to know how much power our transformer consumes without a load connected at the output. We have calculated this in equation (9)



SETUP 1 Case 1 Conclusion:



This setup gives us a COP (overunity=0.25)



of 2.5 with efficiency 25,8%



And remember, this is only half the toroidal windings firing:



Setup 1 Case 2: Let us increase the output current by changing the light-bulb with a 10 efficiency and performance coefficient(COP).



Same design (setup1) but with a resistor as a load.



5W 20% resistor, and see how this effects our



Note: L1 is actually created from two coils in series. Same with L3. In this case, our instruments indicate these value: i1=0.37A U1=209V U2=19,6V i2=0,27A U3=3,58V Calculations: Power consumed by the light-bulb: Power consumed by the coil L1 (input power for the transformer): Total power consumed by this present setup:



We immediately can observe something out of the ordinary by comparing equations (23.2) with (27). Total power consumed by the setup has decreased by 0,34%. We have increased the load on the transformer, and due to the unusual magnetic field in the transformer (more like outside of it), the power consumed by the transformer is reduced instead of being capable of providing more power to our load. Let us calculate the output power delivered to our 10 resistor: Now let us determine the Overunity factor:



We multiply this by 100, to calculate the efficiency:



Again, let us determine the performance coefficient:



We definetly are dealing with a strange transformer. Reaching negative performance, means that this transformer must not work on low impedance's. Therefore there must be a minimum allowed impedance at which this transformer will still have positive performance coefficient. More study here. Determine the nominal current and voltage of the device from the graph (efficiency vs Output power). Determine the minimum allowed impedance at which this transformer will still have positive performance coefficient, and minimum impedance at which COP is greater than 1. ( using 3D Graph, plotting ox, oy, oz -> R, (COP;Efficiency), PIN) How it‟s operation change with frequency (3D graph), phase shift between primary&secondary change with other parameters (3D graph, oscilloscope shots) More 3D graphs for COP and efficiency vs frequency and input power when we are dealing with inductive and capacitive loads. >>>>>>>>>>>>>>



Setup 1 Case 3: Secondary in short-circuit test:



In more detail:



Closer shots of the instruments:



Note: L1 is actually created from two coils in series. Same with L3. Instruments indicate these values: i1=0.37A U1=211V U2=17.2V In this particular case, power consumed by the light-bulb would be: and the power consumed by the transformer: Total power consumed by our circuit:



CONCLUSION: We can compare the power consumed by our transformer in open circuit test 8.12W (from relation 9) to 6.364W consumed in a short-circuit test (relation 34) and we deduce that we have a 21.6% decrease in energy consumption in a short circuit test compared with a open circuit test. Yes you read it right. When you short circuit this transformer it will consume 21.6% less then when it operating in open circuit. (This is when is half powered by only one sine-wave)



FULL POWERING (AC) OF THE TESLA TRANSFORMER 381970 WITH A LOAD SETUP 2 Case 1: We will start the second half of the transformer again using the same capacitor, and use a 12V 5W filament light-bulb acting as a load.



Note: All coils (L1,L2,L3 and L4) are actually formed by two coils in series.



In more detail the setup looks like this:



In the secondary, we are using two bridge rectifier circuit to bring the two out of phase signals generated on the same load.



Closer shots of the instruments:



Note: All coils (L1,L2,L3 and L4) are actually formed by two coils in series.



Instruments indicate these values: i1=0.36A U1=202V i2=121.8mA U2=21.5V U3=8.05V i4=0.24A U4=6V As before, let us determine the power consumed by the light-bulb: We can calculate the current that flows through coil L1:



Let us determine the power consumed by coil L1:



and power consumed by coil L2: Now, we can calculate the total power consumed by the transformer. (transformer total input power):



and the total power consumed by our setup circuit: 72.72W+6.12W=78.84W (45) Let us determine now, the output power of this present setup. Bear in mind that we also have to take into account the voltage drop across the bridge rectifiers. In a bridge rectifier only two diodes are working at an instance and permit the signal to pass through, so the DC voltage will be less by (0.7+0.7=1.4V) than the original AC voltage. But we have two bridge rectifiers, and if you consider adding 2.8V to the final DC voltage you are wrong, because the total voltage peak to peak generated in the coil L4 is much less than the voltage generated in the coil L3. If they were to have same voltage, that will be a total different story. We must not forget that these are not extremely precise measurements, and they are done just to determine basic parameters like efficiency and performance with an acceptable margin of error.



Again we see negative performance. But, we did however increased the efficiency of our transformer (compare equations 24.2 and 31 with 48).The performance coefficient is intimately related to our load. So let us change it, and see how the performance changes.



SETUP 2 Case 2: Let us use again a 10 resistor:



Note: All coils (L1,L2,L3 and L4) are actually formed by two coils in series.



In more detail:



Closer shots of the instruments:



Note: All coils (L1,L2,L3 and L4) are actually formed by two coils in series.



In this case, our instruments, indicate these values: A1: I1=0.37A V1: U1=204V V2: U2=20V A2: I2=106.4mA V3: U3=6.53V A3: I4=0.29A V4: U4=3.04V As before, let us determine the power consumed by the light-bulb: We can calculate the current that flows through coil L1:



Let us determine the power consumed by coil L1:



and power consumed by coil L2: Now, we can calculate the total power consumed by the transformer. (transformer total input power):



Total power consumed by our setup circuit:



Even if our total power consumed by the setup has increased by 3.3% from 78.84 to 81.48W (compare relation (45) with (58)) we can see that by increasing the load, the power consumed by our transformer has decreased by 2% from 6.12W to 6W (relation 43 and 57). But wait, as i already told you, this has drawbacks. Let‟s continue.



Again, even if the input power decreases with the increase of the load, our efficiency will decrease also (relation 48 and 61)



SETUP 2: Case 3 I will use now, two 12V 2W light-bulbs connected in series: The simplified diagram:



Note: All coils (L1,L2,L3 and L4) are actually formed by two coils in series.



A more detail diagram:



Instruments shots:



Note: All coils (L1,L2,L3 and L4) are actually formed by two coils in series.



Instruments, indicate these values: A1: I1=0.36A V1: U1=195V V2: U2=26.7V A2: I2=152.2mA V3: U3=9.84V A3: I4=115.6mA V4: U4=18.11V The power consumed by the light-bulb: We can calculate the current that flows through coil L1:



Let us determine the power consumed by coil L1:



and power consumed by coil L2: Now, we can calculate the total power consumed by the transformer. (transformer total input power):



Total power consumed by our setup circuit:



Now let us determine the output power produced at the output of our Tesla transformer:



Since our light-bulbs are identical in impedance, the power consumed by one light-bulb is the total output power divide in half:



CONCLUSION:



This setup gives us a COP of 45 with efficiency 32% (overunity=0.32) Even if we input 50mW in the transformer, and we get 2200mW in return, we MUST NEVER FORGET the 7000mW our transformer consumes by itself (without any load attached)! And remember we still have the outside magnetic field problem! We still don‟t intercept the entire flux generated by the primary windings of the Tesla Transformer 381970!



Visual aid in understanding this: By drasticaly simplifying all our work until now we can bluntly say:



Note: This type of definitions of COP, Efficiency and Overunity are mostly applied to Transformers and Ideal Transformers. Using these definitions in any other type of generators, motors or devices, is not recomended and will likely lead to serious distorsions and errors.



Think what will happen if we have another Tesla Transformer on top of this one rotated 180 degrees, so that the magnetic poles created are coupled one to each other to close all the flux, and thus nullify the outside magnetic field. Think about it! Answer: It will lower the “blue liquid” or the power consumed by our transformer without any load connected to it. Thus COP>1 will become in theory overunity and closing the loop between output and input will then become possible. Slight glimpse of things to come: We are going to analyse a double Tesla transformer 381970. One on the bottom, and one on top. The one on top will be powered 180 degrees in respect with the one on the bottom in order to nullify the outside magnetic field:



SETUP 2: Case 4 Let us see in this final case of the setup 2, what is the power consumed by our Tesla transformer in a shortcircuit test when it is full powered: This is a simplified diagram which we are going to use:



In more detail:



Instruments closeups:



In this case our instruments indicate these values: A1: i1=0.355A (average) V1: U1=203V (average) V2: U2=16.55V (average) A2: i2=77.35mA (average) V3: U3=3.235V (average) The power consumed by the light-bulb: We can calculate the current that flows through coil L1:



Let us determine the power consumed by coil L1:



and power consumed by coil L2: Now, we can calculate the total power consumed by the transformer. (transformer total input power):



Total power consumed by our setup circuit:



CONCLUSION: We can compare the power consumed by our transformer in open circuit test 7W (from relation 19) to 4.851W consumed in a short-circuit test (relation 78) and we deduce that we have a 30.7% decrease in energy consumption in a short circuit test compared with a open circuit test. Yes you read it right. When you short circuit this transformer it will consume 30.7% less then when it operating in open circuit. (This is when is full powered by two 90 degrees out-ofphase sine-waves)



POWERING (pulsed AC) HALF OF THE TESLA TRANSFORMER 381970 WITH A LOAD SETUP 3: Case 1 We will use this again a 12V 2W light-bulb in this schematic:



In more detail:



>>>>>>>>>>>>>> More study here. Determine the minimum allowed impedance at which this transformer will still have positive performance coefficient, and minimum impedance at which COP is greater than 1. ( using 3D Graph, plotting ox, oy, oz -> R, (COP;Efficiency), PIN) How it‟s operation change with frequency (3D graph), phase shift between primary&secondary change with other parameters (3D graph, oscilloscope shots) More 3D graphs for COP and efficiency vs frequency and input power when we are dealing with



inductive and



capacitive loads. >>>>>>>>>>>>>>



What makes this transformer behave like this? Why in some cases exhibits COP>1. What makes it tick? What is the basic operation principle? What is the heart of this device? Let‟s analyse possible answers: Looking back, at the most likely operation principle of the Steven TPU, and at Tesla transformer 381970, we can say that the behavior of the transformer is due to the unusual interference/opposing magnetic fluxes:



Ask yourself these questions: How can we create this effect, in the most elementary fashion? What is the easiest way we can replicate this effect? What is the simplest constructive solution, to encompass this effect? Searching for an answer we will most likely arrive at this configuration:



This might be the simplest variant we can achieve by simplifying Steven TPU technology.



If we stare for a while at the above picture, and if we have a basic study of free-energy devices out-there, we can say: “Wait a minute... I have seen this device before, somewhere...yes...I definitely seen it...it’s...it’s...Oh my God!...It’s Tom Bearden “Motionless Electromagnetic Generator(MEG) !!! And of course it is! Where was I thinking?



Motionless Electromagnetic Generator (US patent number 6.362.718)



Damn! Somebody else figure out this thing too!!! Why do I have the feeling that I’m rediscovering the wheel here ?



there might be something to this after all!!!



Well then... We must acknowledge that this configuration will work far more efficient than the Tesla Transformer 381970, due to the fact that we no longer have an outside magnetic field. This time the entire magnetic field generated by the coils, should in theory be situated inside the core. What in God‟s name am I talking about? How can I make similarities of a fairly recent device, patented in 2002 with a device from a 100 years ago of Tesla, They are totally different devices with different operating principles! Am I crazy? No, I am not. I can make a comparison, and point out similarities that show in fact that they are not so different. Just the way they operate is a little different. You just have to imagine these things as we go along, because things will get more and more complicated:



And, of course we need a magnet to “reinforce” the field. By “reinforcing” I mean, (for the readers who desire a more academic approach) the catalyst that just slightly reduces the energy spent magnetizing the core:



Let us analyse this MEG device and see what can we learn:



From MEG device, if we study the patent carefully, and i recommend for the reader ho is unfamiliar with this device, to draw with his own hands the drawings in the patent paper and follow the explanations, by pointing the numbers in the text to his made drawings. If you really want to learn, draw the pictures in the patent by hand. Don‟t try to print them, if you really want to understand. Do it, how they do it in first grade schools: manually draw with pencil on paper. Teachers force us to do this, knew what they where doing. Trust this! It‟s something to do with mnemonic systems for remembering the numbers in the patent. Let‟s get back to our MEG, we have drifted enough from the subject. This is how the device function:



Now, if we study the patent carefully, we will understand that in this device, and probably in the Steven TPU also, that in fact the magnet serves not as the “helper” or “catalyst” as we have thought , but is actually the only “person” ho works in this device. The only true “worker”. The magnet is the one that is doing all the labor! The input coils, just “excite” the magnet, or “dynamising” it, or “KICK” it, in order to



make the static magnetic field of the magnet, a dynamic field. We can actually say that THE MAGNET is really powering the device (MEG & TPU & Flynn alike) and the input coils (a.k.a. “actuators”) are just there to just kick the magnet in the butt, so that it‟s field won‟t become static as it normally want to be. This stated in the patent: “[...] the present invention should be considered not as a perpetual motion machine, but rather as a system in which flux radiated from a permanent magnet is converted into electricity, which is used both to power the apparatus and to power an external load” (US patent 6.362.718, page 12, paragraph 2, line 2). An analogy to this, is that the magnet is you at work, doing all the hard labor. The input coils are your boss, that kicks you in the butt so that you always keep going and not to take a break for a coffee or something. Another analogy is that the magnet is your heart, and the small input signal, is your heart beat, is the divine small input source (The Boss) that keeps you going and alive. These analogies can continue forever. But i think that it‟s pretty clear:



If all this would to be true, and they are, then the magnet will do all the work (as in a scalar quantity) and according to the first law of thermodynamics that states that when work (as in thermodynamics) is done to a system its energy state changes by the same amount. This put this in other words, will mean that the:



Magnets will soon demagnetize (loose their energy) because of all the work they do by providing their energy to the load! This is backed-up by the following words in the MEG patent: “Continued operation of the electromagnetic generator 10 causes demagnetization of the permanent magnet" (US patent 6.362.718, page 12, paragraph 1, line 8). Damn! I though this was free energy! It turns out that it’s not.Nothing is free. Except this book. So what happens now? Shit! I‟m disappointed! Hey, i just figure out something! If this technology is really behind Steven TPU described above, then I BELIEVE THAT STEVEN MARK KNEW ABOUT THIS!



What makes me think that? The magnets he is placing on their slots:



I think, that is why he didn‟t permanently integrate the magnets in his device, and so



carefully build



nicely and



slots for the magnets, like he were replacing



batteries! And that is exactly what I think they are. He repeatedly states that there The magnets are the “batteries” here!



are no batteries in his device, but he is lying! They will soon demagnetize! How soon? Well, it depends on the stress they are put through. Could be years or even months if the device works on extremely heavy loads. If you build such a device, make sure you have access at the magnets if you want to replace them someday. And you will! Given all of this, I believe there is a workaround solution for this problem. What if you could always have a battery near the device, that it‟s not connected to anything, it‟s just sitting there. Such a battery will serve two purposes. First, it will be as a backup system providing power to an inverter(12V to 110V or 220V) that will still supply power for a short while if something were to happen to the device. Such a device could have a sensing circuit that measures the magnetic flux intensity(H) from the magnet, and, if it drops below critical limits, our device will switch immediately to a this backup battery, and the battery in this time will serve our second most important purpose in the same time with the first. In the exact time as the backup system is in place, running power from the battery through the inverter, our battery will deliver an instant jolt of continuous applied power to the output coils of the device for a few seconds. Our output coils of the device (if they have a lot of Ampere/turns) they will act as an electromagnet that will regenerate the magnet (re-magnetize it  re-charge it). This entire operation will take for example, 100 seconds at most, because this will be a huge drain for the battery. It will probably in this hypothetical case, can drain let‟s say more than 75% of it‟s capacity depending of the loads that are also powered through the inverter. When the magnet has been remagnetized then our sensing circuit will restart the device and switch our load to it, relieving the battery, and then recharging the battery from the output of the device. Of course the magnet will have to be cold in order to re-magnetize it, so the second phase will have to happen after some time, to let the magnet cool down. All of these technologies are in the same family, having the same blood, brother TPU, sister MEG and brother Flynn solid state generator. The grandfather in this family of all these technologies i believe is the so called “The Astronaut‟s magnetic boots” originally developed by John Radus with his switchable magnet invention intended for NASA astronauts boots. Read more (click here) Let us analyze in more detail the MEG patent. The first most apparent odd thing we observe (that is if we observe from a conventional view), is that in this transformer the input is low duty cycle square wave AND



THE OUTPUT IS A SINEWAVE!



What in God‟s name is this shit? You might say: This is absurd, ridiculous and a joke! Lisen to this fool: In his transformer he inputs square-wave and gets sinewave Ha. Ha. Very funny.



in return! Ha.



BUT THIS IS NO JOKE. This is serious and if you agree with all presented so far you will realise that. Then where the heck does that sinewave coming from? Again, it‟s coming from the magnet that is doing all the work in this transformer! All of this is real. The conventional view teaches us that the spikes we see on the output current, should be all that there is to be on this transformer. But as conventional approach has proven flawed in many occasions in this field of study, we must look at other explanations. The sine waves are generated in accordance with Faraday Law.



The pattern of magnetic flux in the core doesn‟t change suddenly, but gentle. As the right input coil fires, it generates an opposing flux to the static one established in the core. This doesn't want to fight with this new one, so it gently and completely retreats to the left side, leaving the left side completely unoccupied by any flux, even if the input pulse disappeared. In retreat to the left side, a negative half sine-wave voltage is generated in the right coil while the left side that receives this flux generates a positive half sinewave signal. So our flux pattern doesn‟t change abruptly, or suddenly changes sides. No, because Faraday Law applies in this case too. In the next phase, our flux having a so called “magnetic memory” or “flux capacitance” to the left side stagnates here peacefully and undisturbed. This newly formed asymmetric stability to the left side gets changed, but not abruptly, by the left input coil when it fires.So our flux yet again is forced to abandon the left side, and with all it‟s luggage journeys to a more peaceful place called...right side. So our poor flux from the magnet is always seeking a more peaceful place to stagnate as it generally wants, but is constantly bombarded by these “kicks”. Poor magnet, it will never have the rest that it seeks so much... If all of this is to be true, and it is, then it would imply that this transformer can work even with 60 or 50Hz! So why not generate the spikes on 60/50Hz and then the output used directly by our appliances? This question will lead us to a more intimate secret detail about MEG operation, that not every researcher realise.



When we are dealing with these gentle magnetic flux pattern changes in the core, they are actually the response of the magnet to the input spikes. (By gentle i mean a sinewave signal is more “gentle” compared to a sudden spike (short square) signal). Right, but when the spike has occurred, the flux starts to gather it‟s “luggage” to seek a new place. The spike disappears, and our flux is still gathering all its “possessions” from this side to the other. After a short time, which we will name “transient shift time”, our flux has completely changed it‟s dwelling to the other side. This newly formed home, will yet again be disturbed, and our flux will be forced to desert this place again. But the process of deserting, the process of moving, the process of shifting, this process when the flux changes sides, this process of abandoning one side to move to the other, doesn't happen suddenly, but happens after a “transient shift time”, that lasts longer than the period or duration of the input spike.



THE REAL OPPERATING FREQUENCY OF MEG. TUNING THE MEG This “transient shift time” generates in the output coils half a sinewave, that is positive in one side and negative on the other side. This “transient shift time” is actually half of the real operating frequency of our device. What we are seeking is to never let the magnet “rest” in his “new dwelling”, never give the magnet a time to breathe. When the magnet has finished moving from one side to the other, then, we hit him again on that side. So in this accurate precise “bombing attack” of the magnet, it will be constantly moving from one side to the other. We must tune exactly to this specific frequency. This frequency is specific to every device in particular and is determined by the core material, composition, permeability, surface area, volume, magnet strength, how fast the magnetic domains in the core material align to accommodate the change in the flux pattern, and much more. The easiest way to determine it is to measure it with an oscilloscope. We will perform a test to determine the frequency response of our transformer with the magnet in place, at a single input square wave pulse. By instantly and rapidly manually pulsing one of the input coils, we should see the response as a half sine-wave generated in one of the output coils. So when we know this frequency we will set our flip-flop to oscillate on that frequency and no more adjustment will be necessary (maybe fine-tuning).



The air-gap in the MEG core I believe that an air-gap is an essential part in the operation of the MEG. In this regard I find myself (among other couple of times) in contradiction to the conventional thought purpose of the air-gap in the core of a transformer. The conventional view is that the an air gap reduces the effective permeability and thus the magnetic flux. The larger the air gap, the stronger the reduction in flux an the higher the maximum current the inductor can handle. We say that the magnetic energy is stored in the air gap.



I agree with all the above statements, except the last one: ”We say that the magnetic energy is stored in the air gap”. I disagree. First of all I am firmly convinced that the air-gap doesn‟t store anything, in fact quite the opposite, it dissipates! Second, it acts like a resistor in the magnetic circuit formed in the core, damping the magnetic energy, acting as a load for this magnetic current established in the core. Third, the bigger the air-gap the higher the “resistance”, (higher reluctance, lower permeability) the magnetic flux established in the core, escapes through this air-gap. We say you “lose the magnetic containment” through this air-gap. If you say that the air-gap stores energy, then you probably think that a resistor in a circuit also “stores energy” which is absurd, because that‟s the real purpose of the air-gap: provide serial connection of a “resistor” for this “flux-capacitor-leedskalnin-magnet-core-saturation-magnetic-memory effect”. Thus, we avoid core saturation (conventional academic expression) by providing an air-gap, we dissipate the energy stored in this “flux-capacitor” with a “resistor” in series played by the air-gap, we “consume” or “dump” the perpetual magnetic current established in the core through the use of an air-gap(that has a higher reluctance to magnetic field than the core), the “magnetic memory” will “fade away” if we provide an air-gap, or back again to the conventional more correct expression, we have an air-gap so that the core won‟t reach saturation. Therefore our MEG, TPU and Flynn SSG have an operation principle more like a flyback transformer than a regular transformer.



Note: The Yellow zone doesn’t represent voltage, nor DC. It is just a conceptual representation for this particular example.



So, If we don‟t provide an air-gap in any “magnet switcher” like TPU, MEG or Flynn SSG we are faced with an irreversible core saturation problem. If the core becomes saturated, then we won‟t be able to see the “transient response time” on an oscilloscope, and accurately determine the operation frequency. We want to avoid the “magnetic memory” at least it doesn‟t last that long. This period of time will determine the operation frequency. Thus we can control this “flux capacitance” by adjusting the air-gap. The “flux capacitance” is what determines the “transient response time”. We want this “magnetic memory” to fade away because we want the magnetic field to come back to it‟s natural balanced/equilibrium/natural/normal/common symmetrical state. We must seek for the magnet to come back to it‟s natural symmetrical shape from the path we have set for him. Thus less energy is spent switching the magnet, by not opposing the magnetic current or flux established in the core in one way when the next spike comes in the other way. >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Of course, we could remove the magnet, and replace it with an electromagnet, with no significant difference:



In this configuration, we have made things a little bit complicated by introducing in our equations, another variable: The strength of our electromagnet directly proportional to the power we deliver to it. This strength of the middle coil magnetic flux intensity or strength is actually “H” measured in Ampere/meter or the old “Oersted”. The MEG patent has actually five inventors behind it: Stephen L. Patrick, Thomas E. Bearden, James C. Hayes, James L. Kenny, and Kenneth D. Moore. These guys announced the arrival of the MEG technology on March 26 2002 and promised unlimited energy from the vacuum, to answer mankind's power needs and mass production by 2003. 9 Years later, and this technology is still not born. Tom Bearden also claims he needs about $11 million to develop it to a viable commercial form. Ok. Let me get my head around that. Commercial form? How can this be? I personally believe that this technology is just like the engine of a car. But there is no automotive industry out-there to be interested in this technology and implement it in their field of production. We have to understand that, in order to accept that huge figure that Tom Bearden needs to develop it. Mass Production needs an industry to support this technology, but such an industry doesn‟t exist, so they have to build factories from scratch. It‟s the only theory that supports those claims.



An industry that can support free-energy technology exist! What if we don‟t have to think this way? What if there is another solution to this? What if we don‟t need such a huge sum of money to begin the mass production? Think about it! The industry that must support such a technology that can start mass production doesn‟t exist, but what if it does? What if we are blinded by prejudice? I believe that the



Uninterruptible Power Supply Industry must be interested in



incorporating such technologies in their products. With all their innovations and trends can’t they see that? Why can‟t an inventor that has developed a “free-energy” device, seek investors among such companies, instead of seeking other ambiguous investors and private entrepreneurs, that gives him false hope and promises? Ask yourself, Why not? Ok. Let‟s start building this configuration and test it.



The core is made of three separate parts, the middle part is just a segment from another flyback transformer, like so:



Of course if we have other core materials than ferrite laying around, like electrical steel, permalloy, mu-metal, nanoperm or metglas, we should use them in such a device, the higher the permeability of the material, the better, but for now we can work with what we have at hand. All coils are 0.28 mm (AWG 29) Coper wire. The three coils on the left, middle and right arm are all the same. The four coils at the top and at the bottom, are all identical. All the coils have their windings laid neatly and compactly as possible. I used heavy plastic insulation material (0.21 mm) between each layer of all the coils. This plastic insulation material will be stressed by having to withstand high-voltage spikes generated in the coils. This material is made out of...don‟t freak out...clear plastic bottles cut with scissors, bent at right angles to form perfect rectangular turns just like the form of the core, and fixed in place with transparent adhesive tape. You might think that I‟m a fool, and that this material is not good for this purpose, and you are right, it‟s extremely thick, and can‟t withstand such a great high voltage, and the next layers of the coils will be to distanced from the core, reducing the inductance they have. I know, I know, you are right, but i don‟t have other options, i have to cope with what i have. So if you can, good for you, use a proper special insulation material between the layers that can withstand the highest voltage possible, and being as thinner as possible. Also the trick to neatly lay the start turn end end turn of a layer or coil is to use a small piece of adhesive tape, to hold it in place like this: imghere



The reason i have so many coils, is because in a coil each layer of windings is not connected to the next layer. I did this because i wanted more control by providing many more configurations and possibilities of interconnecting. In this construction, each coil can function as an independent transformer by using two of it‟s layers as a secondary and primary. Another advantage is that I can easily adapt input/output impedance's of this transformer by connecting or removing additional layers in a particular coil. Of course anyone ho wants to build this, doesn‟t have to follow my footsteps (it‟s a lot of hard labor). >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Now that the TPU study has lead us analyzing the Charles Flynn solid state generator and Tom Bearden Motionless Electromagnetic Generator, let‟s see were this technology is further going: Enclosing the left and right sides of the MEG into one side:



Of course a more accurate and detail operation would be like this:



So, you see what we are after? We are closing the light blue magnetic flux to create another MEG at the back:



If we have the same coils on both MEG1 and MEG2, then in theory it should be much a more efficient device. But wait, let‟s not rush into this thing yet. How are we going to connect the coils, on such a device? Let‟s think for a bit. If we have a magnetic flux vector like so:



Then we can wind a single coil around like this:



Of course this blue coil must be a bifilar coil. One would create this magnetic flux, and the other will intercept it (primary and secondary windings). But for simplicity reasons, I decided to represent only one winding in the lame drawing above. But the second flux at the bottom, comes in the opposite direction, so if we change the winding direction to CounterClockWise for the bottom coil then we have to connect the end of the blue coil with the start of the white



coil:



We could chose to wind them in the same direction, and connect the ends toghether, like so:



Or we could wind them together like so:



Now we have an improved design by having only one bifilar coil, instead of two bifilar coils, and we don‟t have to think how to connect them, or worry if we miss-connect a coil or something. It should look something like this:



My final version looks like this:



>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Now, if we look back at how Steven is creating the magnetic fluxes in his TPU, we can extract the relevant core principle behind this device, and replicate it in a different one:



We continue to alter the configuration:



The core is made of two ferrite flyback TV transformer. (4 segments)



Like this:



Using a cube shape instead of a toroid is not such a far-fetch idea. This is also found in MEG v1 embodiment 2 (Tom Bearden Motionless Electromagnetic Generator first version of a second embodiment of his invention):



Although it works in a slightly different way, you get the point. Now we will have to design a winding procedure, to create these 4 magnetic circuits we see in Steven TPU with less coils possible. Can we replicate the four magnetic flux interference seen in Steven TPU, with only one coil? Yes we can! First we must determine how the winding direction should be, in order to create the magnetic flux



vector in the desired pattern:



Ok. So this is how we must wind our transformer:



(comment on 03.12.2011: This may not work.. No way to switch the electromagnet flux path. Further study required) (comment on 04.12.2011: This will work if the windings in the picture below are actually the electromagnet, and the primary and secondary coils firing sequentially will be winded on the opposite edges of the cube) (comment on 04.12.2011: I still don’t think it will work because the electromagnet will be equal in flux in any point in the cube core. It must alternate between two halves of the core or more. It should have been winded in this regard. Further study in place) (comment on 05.12.2011: I have made a mistake. This is all ok if Steven in his TPU uses four magnets (he has four slots) but he is using only two magnets, in order for the magnetic flux to switch from one side of the TPU to the other, from one virtual pole to the other. In this case I can’t switch the flux, because in one side must be close to 0 wile in the other side should be maximum (memory effect). In this case the flux can’t switch because it is balanced in all the structure. I can’t say that i failed. I will say that I may have discovered a new method by which it may not work. :D . I will test this configuration nevertheless and see how it behaves and then i will make the necessary corrections)



The end result will look like so:



Note: given the fact that there are no possible practical methods of creating multiple layers of the same coil, and no way to take more insulation precautions, this particular transformer must work below 60-70V range. I could have divided the transformer in half, one half for the primary winding and the other for secondary winding. This would have allowed for much higher operating voltage ranges. But this would mean that i would have had only half the space available to lay down a coil. Of course that doesn‟t matter if i used a much lower gauge wire, but that would have implied more turns, much hard to work with, much more patience, care, and hard labor. It‟s not worth it. This transformer is intended for experimental purposes.



Now, I‟m going to tape this bifilar coil, and continue to wind the primary and secondary coils, on the opposite edges:



I‟m sorry that I didn‟t specified how many turns i used in my other devices. I build them a long time ago, and abandoned them (If you look carefully you can still see some dust on some of them :)). But in this case the coil in the picture above is made of 20 turns, changing the winding direction only two times in the 4 segments. That means i start with an arbitrary winding direction, then after 20 turns in this “infinity” type loop turn, i change direction. After 20 turns, we now have winded half of the cube, we don’t change the winding direction, and provide here a median point. We wind again 20 turns, totalizing 60 turns by now, and after these ones we change again the winding direction, wind 20 turns and we are done. The reason we don‟t change the winding direction after we have wind a half of the cube, as i stated in the Steven TPU, in this place, a median point is formed, and the current has different flowing directions, thus forming opposite magnetic flux. >>>>>



Replicating the Steven Mark TPU: First thing first is the core. It must be a high permeability core, that is a material that has a high magnetic flux conductance. This can be easy determined by using two simple magnets and stick it to different metals, and see how well it shields one magnet from the other when they are in repulsive mode:



So, a good magnetic shield is also a high magnetic permeability material. If we are searching for a low cost, easy to find, accessible high permeability material we could use, the metal that is used to shield the back magnetic field of magnets in speakers:



We will need two identical metal shields from old speakers.I don‟t know with certainty but i think it‟s Permalloy. I started by drilling small holes on the circumference of the inner hole, in order to achieve a disk shape core (more like a ring):



I then nicely smooth out the inside with a grinder:



And then the second disk:



Then, we are going to need the four magnetic poles. I will use ferrite for them (from a small transformer):



These are the final pieces:



Then we are going to drill square holes on the four corners of the disks:



And in the end, now the disk look like this:



The holes are big enough so that the magnets nicely fit in:



Then I used an insulation material to isolate the ferrite cores from the top and bottom cores:



Electric tape in many layers, to insulate the core from the windings:



Now, the cores fit in nicely in their slots:



And now I start the winding procedure:



The end result:



And the final device:



Locking at this you could say: -Hey! This is not an accurate replica of Steven -Why? -You winded the top disk too! -So? -It‟s not exactly the same, so how do you expect to work?



Mark TPU!



-Listen. Winding the top disk doesn‟t make any difference what so ever. If it makes you feel better, then i promise you i won‟t use the top disk coils in any connection or circuit. I won‟t power them at all. Hell, I will even cut the wires forever if you make me mad. Ok? -If they don‟t serve any purpose, why did you wind them? -I winded them for backup versions or setups. I will first run tests with only the bottom coils in all possible combinations to prove and backup my theories presented so far, completely discarding the top disk coils, and then after i did all the combinations setups, i will go further by making modification to the first original prototype replica by winding the top core disk to. So I winded it in advance thinking at this. Does that make it clear? -Yes. But the copper wire will still have a small effect by providing magnetic reluctance to these four circuits. -That is true only if you have an outside magnetic field. But in this configuration you don‟t. All the magnetic field should be in theory situated inside the core disks. -I have another question: What is that small black ball to the right of your TPU in the above pictures? -It‟s not a ball. It‟s actually a cylinder made out of same material as the core disks. It has two coils winded 90 degrees one from each other. -What‟s it for? -It‟s intended to be placed in the inner hole of the TPU. -Why? -To study the inductance in the cylinder from the fields created by the coils, and to compare efficiency between this cylinder and the top disk. -The fields created by the coils? Wait...you don‟t make sense! You are contradicting yourself! You are insane! You said that there is no outside magnetic field, and that all the field should be situated inside the disks. How can you then expect this cylinder to have any effect on this type of operation? -You begin to annoy me. You are right in this present setup.It won‟t have any effect. But you are forgetting that the top disk is detachable. When the top disk in not present, and the four ferrite cores removed, then will be left with a Tesla Transformer 381970 that has a huge outside magnetic field.. Then I will use this winded cylinder to study the efficiency improvement between this setup and using a top core disk. Is this clear enough? -Yes. But why did you wind this cylinder? To study this “efficiency improvement” you are speaking about doesn't justify the reason why you winded it. This efficiency improvement could be determined even without the windings on the inner cylinder, by studying the input power to output power ratios. of the bifilar coil you used on the core bottom disk. So what‟s the point in having windings on this cylinder? -I want to study how much actual power i can extract from the outside field with this winded cylinder and compare this power with the power produces by the secondary coil on the core disk. -Ok. But why did you winded two coils 90 degrees apart one from the other? -Because that is how the field is created in a Tesla Transformer 381970, when you power the complete transformer, not just half of it. When you feed a second 90 degrees out of phase signal from the previous one to the other half of the Tesla transformer, the poles will always shift 90 degrees to form a common ordinary rotating magnetic field that fascinated Tesla so much. Besides, i also winded the cylinder in order to study the actual phase shift created in the Tesla Transformer by connecting the two coils on this cylinder to a two channel oscilloscope and plot one signal against the other. >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>



Further study on improving the final most likely construction of Steven TPU What we are dealing in the TPU, MEG and Flynn SSG is something that we can call a “magnet switcher”. All these devices are are exquisite embodiments of “magnet switchers”. A magnet switcher is just a simple permanent magnet with a dynamic field. You just “kick it” a little bit with a little energy, that distorts it‟s field, and that distortion when It‟s made and when the magnetic field returns to it‟s symmetrical toroidal form, you will find that it did a lot more work than your initial “kick” (spike signal). If we try to replicate the MEG which is a simpler version of the TPU as I have shown, we will reach an interesting conclusion. We will observe that the field of the magnet doesn‟t switch! The field doesn‟t magically changes the magnetic flux path as we would expect! Why? Ok. If we try to change the flux to the other side by using only one energy spike in the side were we don‟t want any flux, we won‟t have any success:



This is not enough to switch the flux! If we study this video (click link here) and look again at how Flynn SSG actuator coils work, it will become clear that we must not just energize the opposing flux that drives the magnet field away, but we must also drive the other coil in the opposite direction, so that we also provide an alternative path to the magnet field once it‟s repelled from one side:



This will properly switch the magnetic flux! This is an extremely important point and affects the suppositions of the internal wiring inside the TPU. How? It affects the magnetic flux vector orientation inside the coils. (There is a comment inserted on a rejected case TPU study) This leads to:



TPU-MEG hybrid operation. An ultra-efficient “magnet switcher” (final-ultimate TPU version “debunked”)



So, our final version looks like this:



You will probably think that it‟s unlikely he uses 8 rectifier diodes, and that it‟s unlikely that he has two secondaries, and I‟m not saying that you are wrong, I‟m just saying that if i had to bet on a working principle, i will bet on this one. The Oscillator is a “both ways” square wave (bipolar square wave), a square wave with symmetrical shape that drives a “one shot” (sharp pulses) circuit. This will imply a some sort of a 4 transistors H bridge/half bridge one shot oscillator. He can‟t unite the two secondaries into one, because we are dealing with a bi-faze system (two 180 degrees out of phase signals) that can‟t be combined, because one will drive the other, and that will interfere with the switching operation. Therefore they can only be combined after the AC signals are rectified. This apparently contradicts Steven Mark affirmation that his devices only produce DC, but again, I‟m not 100% convinced that I‟m right, I‟m like 97% (with this final version). Based on the limited information available on the Steven Mark TPU, I don‟t think that i can further



Again, If I had to gamble, this is my final bet!



increase this certainty percentage. The problem with this all these setups is that the central component, the magnet, won‟t work and won‟t do work! It‟s flux remains static, even with all this “Leedskalnin-magnet-flux-capacitor-magnetic-memory-type-effect” or however you want to call it. The permanent magnet magnetic field is in it‟s natural toroidal form, unperturbed, undisturbed, unchanged by any amount of discharged impulse power applied to the actuator coils! The magnet field is JUST attracted to one side, and then to the other. That’s all there is to this device!!! We can clearly show in a visible fashion how a magnet can be attracted to one side in a transformer and then to the other by providing a space(air gap) between the left and right side of the MEG (using low frequency).



If the frequency is low enough, we can clearly see the central magnet “jumping” from the left to the right side. This apparent motion and “FLUX PATH SWITCHING” is the basis of all these solid state generators, but what is not apparent is that in reality NO WORK IS DONE BY THE MAGNET! It is just attracted! Nothing more! The magnetic flux lines from the magnet remains the same on the left as on the right side, just that on one instant they are enclosed in the core on one side, while on the other they are not. This might seem counter-intuitive but the point is that this “flux switching” is not work! The only work done here, is the switching pulse! In all the possible cases and configurations the magnetic field of the magnet/electromagnet can‟t be deformed! That means that the magnetic field will always stay in a toroidal normal common shape, and it won‟t magically reduce some of it‟s flux density in one side, and then in the other. The magnet won‟t do work! It won‟t work! But why? That is the right question!



THE CENTRAL MAGNETS WE SEE IN THE TPU, MEG AND FLYNN SSG ARE NOT MAGNETS!!! All this being considered, we can firmly say that



When somebody tries to replicate these devices will certainly fail, because these magnets ARE NOT MAGNETS! if you could be brought in time face to face with these free energy technologies, and you happened to have similar identical brand new magnets with you, and you were allowed to change the magnets in these devices, with brand new ones, AT YOUR AMAZEMENT YOU WILL SEE THAT IT WON‟T WORK ANYMORE! That is because these “magnets” that we see in TPU, MEG and Flynn SSG, what really powers them, ARE NOT REALLY MAGNETS! That is why nobody managed to replicate these relative simple technologies, and those ho did, are not telling the whole truth! You might say that this is insane! But it‟s not! Ok, if these are not magnets, what the hell are they? They are something else and for the lack of other term let‟s call them “BROKEN



MAGNETS” (from the



“broken



symmetry” concept). They are not just simple magnets. This is intensively described indirectly by Tom Bearden in his works and books when he talks about “broken symmetry”. What is broken symmetry? A broken symmetry the way I have come to understand it, (I might be wrong, but feel free to comment if you think better) is exactly what we are trying to achieve with one of our magnets. We say about a magnetic dipole that it has a broken symmetry when it‟s normal natural toroidal shape is permanently or temporary distorted, changed or deformed. In other words, a simple magnet with a wired magnetic field (broken field). A broken symmetry is a deformation in the actual toroidal field of a dipole. I don‟t know, and i don‟t care about other types of dipoles. In our case we are only interested in magnetic dipoles (magnetic fields). Any magnetic dipole resembles the shape of the Created Universe, being the multilayered-nested-toroidal-fields. In simple/brutal terms the entire created Universe resembles an onion-donut shape. (actually is not a simple torus, is more like a double toroid model)



We can say that the Entire Universe is also finite and also infinite at the same time. This might seem absurd, confusing and contradictory, but the concept of finite and infinite are not antagonistic and are actually complementary. Infinite division/multiplication can only be defined in a finite space, and boundaries or finite space can only be defined if you have enclosed an infinity in it. The Entire Universe and the space-time in it, has a limit, a boundary, a shape, a



finite size



is also infinite,



certain just like a layer of an onion. But the Entire Universe meaning that these layers go on forever like an infinite set of Matryoshka dolls. This is extensively discussed by Nassim Haramein in his Unified Field Theory model and is not the subject of this book. When we are able to create a temporary or permanent distortion/deformation in these multileyered-nested-toroidal fields, we say that we have broken them. We have broken the symmetry(toroid form) of the magnetic dipole. This is what we must achieve if we want to successfully replicate the TPU, MEG or Flynn SSG. We must find a way to brake the symmetry of these magnets! “Attacking” them with an impulse, spike, kick or high-voltage-high-power spike won‟t do it! The actuator field will just superimpose on the existing one, and it will not deform/distort/change the magnetic field in study. So then, in order for a magnet to switch it‟s flux and do work, it must be somehow “conditioned” to behave like this, and now we have reached a new country, and a new ground: Floyd Sparky Sweet Vacuum Triode Amplifier. Through the use of this technology we learn how to “condition” magnets to behave in the way we want, so that we use them in powering the TPU, MEG and Flynn SSG by actually really switching their magnetic circuit path.



---MAKING MUSIC--OUR INSTRUMENT: THE MAGNETIC FIELD Floyd Sparky Sweet Vacuum Triode Amplifier



UNLIKE OTHERS THINK about Sweet VTA, I don‟t believe it to have 3 coils, or 3 coils on all axes, (Ashley Gray version). If we listen carefully at what Sparky explains to Bedini, we have to first hit the magnet with a certain unique



MAGNETIC RESONANCE.



frequency in order to bring it into When I first heard this, a light bulb went on in my head, having established a solid, firmly ground and connection between TPU, MEG, Flynn SSG and the other unrelated side of Kapanadze and Smith device!!! Magnetic resonance is what all these technologies have in common. Having all this is mind, this means that the TPU, MEG and Flynn SSG are more exquisite designs of magnetic resonance embodiments, where Kapanadze and Smith device have a more relative “simple” design. To stick to the basics, Smith device is like Kapanadze just that it doesn‟t have a core, (or Kapanadze is similar to Smith device, but it addition it has a core). This means that all these devices MEG, TPU and Flynn SSG are exquisite embodiments NOT of magnet switcher but of this “magnetic resonance” effect. Magnetic resonance IS THE KEY TO FREE ENERGY. What on God name is this “Magnetic resonance” ??? I don‟t remember having learned it in school, high school nor college. The only thing it comes to mind is resonance in LC circuits and resonance energy transfer in air core transformers(Tesla Coil). So what is this “magnetic resonance” if what I know about resonance is actually “electric resonance”? Having so little research about it, we have to cherish the little we have. We learn that this is very old technology! Even a century old! Then why the hell don‟t we find it in text books? That is a good question. In replicating the VTA, I have come to realize something astonishing, that the magnetic field of a magnet or a coil starts to vibrate at a specific frequency, just like Sparky is indeed pointing out. I stand my ground and reject Floyd Sweet explanation of WHY AND HOW HIS DEVICE WORKS. First thing that I find myself in contradiction



“magnetic domains”



with him, is the so called and “nuclei of the atoms”. I think that‟s wrong and don‟t apply to this case. First of all “magnetic domains” is nothing more than just a theory in explaining the magnetism of fero-magnetic metals. We imagine that a piece of metal is constituted from very little tiny magnets, separated into “domains” which are imaginary boundaries between these regions in the metal, that have a certain residual random oriented magnetism. Then we believe that when we add up all these magnetic field orientation vectors of the tiny regions in the metal, they add up to 0, and thus we say that the metal is NOT MAGNETIZED. If we put this metal in a strong magnetic field, most of these regions (domains) (consider them like countries) will orient themselves according to this “wind” according to this field direction. When we shut down the external field, we see that some of these domains remained oriented in the direction of the field, thus we say the metal HAS BECAME MAGNETIZED. Although I don‟t reject this conventional theory of magnetism, we must admit that is JUST A THEORY. I‟m not saying that is wrong, and I‟m not saying that is correct either. I‟m saying that IT HELPS US in understanding our



world, universe and magnetism. Its helps, that‟s all it does. But using it to explain the VTA I think we are overstretching a little bit. I think it‟s wrong to say that these domains have a resonant frequency. More likely the entire structure has a resonant frequency (all the domains together, and not by themselves). Second of all the resonant frequency of the magnet, which in Sweet case is around 12,5Hz is not INSIDE THE MAGNET but is OUTSIDE OF IT! It‟s not the magnetic resonance inside the magnet, IT‟S THE MAGNETIC RESONANCE OUTSIDE THE MAGNET.



IS THE MAGNETIC RESONANCE OF



THE FIELD!!! This is what we have to understand if we truly want to comprehend the alien concept of “magnetic resonance”. If you have ever watched “Mythbusters” TV show, they have an episode on testing the myth of “Tesla earthquake machine”. In that episode(see it here) when they are planning for large scale experiment with a bridge, they suddenly realize the seriousness and gravity of this situation(click link)



A partial transcript of the experiment: "All of a sudden, this myth is giving Adam and Jamie, a good vibe, and it's not the traffic because that's on a completely separate bridge.



Adam: It totally feels like the hole structure is ringing to that Hertz. [...] But the best is yet to come. After some more tuning, they find a sweet spot (sub-harmonic n.a.) Jamie: Oh my God. It feels like a big semi-trailer truck is rolling right by us right now! Adam: And that's only 6 pounds of weight moving 25 times per second! Jamie: It actually makes me a little concerned, believe it or not. Adam: I'm totally stunned come out here and find this thing vibrating at the correct frequency to be felt hundreds of feet away from the source. That is totally amazing. Did not expected that! Jamie: We were ramming the same weight in the same kind of amplitude of vibration through the hole range of frequencies. And yeah, you know there is a little vibration, then i hit that one spot, and all of a sudden is like hold on,



this is different! Something different was going on with that exact frequency. And, as a result of that specific frequency, that specific tone that we are getting, this entire bridge is vibrating. Jamie: Yeah, you can see it. It's over a hundred feet away. Adam: Dude, that's six pounds! Jamie: I now! Adam:That's...I mean...I'm a little spooked! It's official. We have two spooked Mythbusters and some unexpected results on our hands.” (Mythbusters “Earthquake machine” episode 60 in series/71 overall, season 2006, air date: August 30 )



This is after they see the destructive effect resonance has on a long iron bar in their small scale experiment in the shop(link here).



I believe that an extremely eloquent example in this case is the collapse of Tacoma Bridge in 1940.



It was one of the longest suspension bridges in the world. Just after four months since opening, on 7 November 1940 at 10:00, the bridge enter in self-oscillations which were maintained by a consistent wind of 42 mph. The self-oscillations were established at the fundamental resonant frequency of the bridge in traversal direction (5 seconds period - 0.2Hz). Because it couldn‟t vibrate longitudinally, up and down, it enter in vibration in a torsional mode.



The lesson we have to take from this is that all mass in the universe has a resonant frequency. Every object has a resonant frequency; either is a string, a glass, an iron bar or a bridge. This might be mind-boggling but the magnetic



MAGNETIC FIELD in a toroidal form from a coil or a magnet BEHAVES LIKE A MASS, meaning it will field of a coil or a magnet is no exception! This to has a resonant frequency. This means that the



oscillate back and forth, it will vibrate if you hit it with a certain beat frequency. The idea that a magnetic field has a mass, behaving like an “invisible object” is astonishing, and further give strength to the failed experiments in switching the field of a magnet. The problem is that this field is too “solid”.



A more accurate visual representation of



MAGNETIC RESONANCE



The idea that arises is that somehow, by bringing the mass of a magnetic field in a “mechanical” resonant vibration oscillations it will somehow “fluidizes” the field, making it more susceptible to “poking” or “kicking it”. If you like, let‟s imagine the magnetic field lines of a magnet made of glass (good choice, transparent - invisible). Then if we bring the magnetic field in “mechanical” resonance then these magnetic field lines are now transformed in to jelly. If we pinch the jelly with a pencil, the response of it will cause more energy out than we used to pinch it with a pencil. Then this “jelly type magnetic field” will be more likely to be distorted by a small spike like in Kapanadze, Smith device, Steven TPU, Bearden MEG, Flynn SSG, Sweet VTA, generating a lot more energy than we have used to “pinch it”. At least this is one way of visualizing. Any system attains maximum amplitude only when it is allowed to vibrate at its natural frequency. It‟s like when a heavy truck passes near your house or apartment and the windows start to vibrate. If the oscillations are high in amplitude, and the frequency is exactly on the resonant frequency of the medium, in our case the glass window, and we bring the window to a violent mechanical oscillation stress, then if we just touch the glass with our finger, it will



First step towards braking a magnet symmetrical field is by bringing it in MAGNETIC RESONANCE! The most likely operation principle of Floyd Sparky Sweet VTA immediately break. The same must be the case with our magnet.



An actual exact authentic real representation of the VTA is made by Tom Bearden in his book “Energy from the vacuum - concepts and principles” page 384 figure 6.5 entitled : “Sweet vacuum triode amplifier (VTA) construction” gives extreme clarity and further evidence to support this most likely operation principle:



Ask yourself, if we were able to extract the energy from these vibrations in the magnetic field of the magnet, it should be in theory a lot more than we used to start them. So why should we use two magnets in an overunity device, like we see in the Sweet VTA? What‟s the point in using two magnets? The most likely operation principle of the VTA is accomplished by approaching two identical magnets close together, then we make their magnetic fields vibrate, so that between them, (in the air gap between them) a



STANDING WAVE IS FORMED. A standing wave is a wave that remains in a constant position characterized by nodes and anti-nodes. In a node the wave remains static, and in the anti-nodes the wave reaches it’s maximum amplitude. A standing wave (example link here) pattern is formed when two waves travels in opposite direction in a medium:



In a simpler case, we can have only one wave creating a standing waves interference pattern with itself, if it’s reflected at one end, and then it goes back where it started interfering constructively and in phase with itself:



The point here is to bring the magnetic field lines B in a “string” like fashion resonance. A single frequency wave in a string takes the form of a traveling sinewave. The reflected wave from the end of the string undergoes a 180 degrees phase change upon reflection, and adds to the incoming wave. The constructive interference leads to a standing wave.



Actually there are many standing waves created between the magnets, and their number equals the number of field lines coming out of the N pole into the S pole, but for simplicity reasons we are representing only one. Actually these standing sine-waves are vortexes in 3D space as any other sine-waves out there. In the entire universe there is no sine-wave pattern in existence! A sine-wave is actually a 2D representation of a 3D entity. This type of distortion is what happens when you try to visualize the dynamics of Creation on the surface screen of an oscilloscope. The Universe just doesn't work that way. Sadly for many people, what I've just said won‟t make much sense. So disregard what I have just said, because it will probably be confusing and actually is not very relevant in our case (in any other case is very important), it‟s just some food for thought. This standing wave acts like a moving magnet between the fixed magnets.



When you look at this you can say that when you stress the oscillations by a load they will eventually die out and fade away. And I say to you, you are right and correct. I agree with you. But what we can do, is add another coil, perpendicular to the collector coil, which purpose will be to continuously excite or add energy to the system so that these self-oscillations will not fade away so easily under load or “stressed”.



We will excite/hit/strike these standing waves vibrating B1 field lines with the field B2 like a guitarist is striking the strings of a guitar with his pick or plectrum, but we will have to do it in phase with the oscillations in the system. This is impossible to do by hand on a guitar, but if it were possible by a mechanical means, it will lead to a louder and louder sound, and to more violent oscillations and surely and inevitable towards string breaking.



The actuator/exciter/input coil is only needed when a heavy load is connected at the output. And you might also think that the input energy will increase proportionally with the extracted energy at the output, and you are right. I agree again. But there is another “but” here. You see we are dealing here with a resonator, so therefore each input signal will be in phase with the energy already oscillating in the system, and therefore the oscillations being self-powered by their nature will add up and increase “exponentially” compared with a more “linear” loading at the output. Isn‟t it apparent by now? If you are trying to generate electricity with magnets without



moving them in a solid state generator, then we will put the magnets in a fixed place and MOVE THEIR FIELD in relation to a collector coil! That movement is done by magnetic resonance, meaning that we hit the field with an input pulse at the resonant frequency of the field. We could create many nodes and anti-nodes between the magnets but that would imply that we have to build a different collector (power) coil for each anti-node, or change the winding direction after each node.(Comment on 01.01.2012 I don’t think that to be correct, because this will mean that after each anti-node the magnetic polarity changes in respect to the middle line where the node is) :



I believe this is what Sweet meant by the “canceling the field in layer-like fashion in alternating mode”. These layers of alternating magnetic poles(multi-polar) are created in the alternating anti-nodes of the standing wave, and the canceling occurs in the nodes. Again for simplicity reasons let‟s stick to only one anti-node with the two nodes created exactly in the middle of the magnetic dipoles (exactly in the geometric center of the magnet itself - that is if the material of the magnet is precisely and symmetrically magnetized in respect to it‟s shape). This is the first harmonic (the fundamental).



The two main crucial conditions in creating a standing wave between the fixed magnets of the VTA: The frequency of the actuator



(exciter) or input signal that hits the magnetic field of the system. Preferably this frequency should be generated in a coil situated in a symmetrical fashion in respect to the magnetic field of the system. The best amplitudes of vibrations are to be expected if we use a sinewave frequency for the actuator coil (input), but any other type of signal should work.



self-oscillations



Also this vibration must self resonate as much as possible, through the in the magnet. To express myself in other simpler terms, consider yourself a clay/ceramic worker making mugs, glasses, cups and bowls. Try to build such a mug out of ceramic or clay so that when you hit it with a fork or a knife or whatever, it will make a sound that will last as much as possible. When you hit a cup/glass/mug/bowl with something it will make a sound. That sound is the resonant frequency of the system.



Breaking glasses just with your voice or a speaker using this resonant frequency was very well demonstrated and confirmed by the Mythbusters. Now what we are interested here is to prolong the sound that our glass/cup/mug/bowl makes when hit, as much as possible (JUST LIKE IN THE Singing bowls (also known as Tibetan Singing Bowls, rin gongs, Himalayan bowls or suzu gongs):



Antique Old Tibetan singing bowl is exactly like a Sweet VTA conditioned magnet



(An ordinary magnet is like an ordinary cup/mug/glass/bowl but a Sweet VTA magnet is exactly like a Tibetan singing bowl) This is the difference between a VTA magnet and an ordinary magnet. The antique old Tibetan singing bowl is the most apparent/simple/unsophisticated/ordinary/common man-made OVERUNITY device. More energy coming out than put in. More energy coming out in the from of self-oscillations than the energy that it took to hit it. It doesn't even have to be hit, just slightly touched and it will sing, if it‟s properly constructed (made by hand). This is what i mean when i say “self-oscillations”. Why make the sound last longer? Because we are interested in hitting/touching the glass/cup/mug/bowl as rare as possible and not to use/expend to much energy in the “hitting/touching” process compared to the energy that we will extract from the self-oscillations in this glass/cup/mug/bowl. Why do I say Overunity? You can say that if you were able to “stress” these sound waves, and extract all their energy from them, then they will be instantly silenced. This is correct, but for this bowl to do work, it will have to be constantly slightly and gently hit/struck/touched in-phase with the self-oscillating resonant frequency so that a constructive interference pattern is created so that the natural self-oscillations will not fade away under a load.



Not every glass/cup/mug/bowl sings in self-oscillations at it’s resonant frequency, therefore not every magnet will be a “singing” magnet capable of maintaining it’s oscillations once struck or hit. This is also backed up by Tom Bearden words in his book, I quote: “[...] the magnet was useless because it would not "hold" the activation and retain it. Magnets whose magnetic field variation did not exceed 10% were ideal. So Sweet only found about 1 in 10 or even 1 in 30 magnets that would retain the self-oscillation state when initiated.” (“Energy from the vacuum - concepts and principles” page 309, pharagraph 1) But fortunately unlike the glasses/cups/mugs or bowls, the magnet can be “conditioned” or “remolded” or “remade” or “re-beaked” or to be more precise “re-magnetized” so that it will hold the “singing”self-oscillation longer once struck. This is the “conditioning” phase we are after. I believe it to be a special re-magnetizing process using the resonant frequency of the magnet/field using a very strange extremely unusual and unique re-magnetization process using sinewave feed to the coil. A re-magnetization in both direction, not just one, so that a “shear” is created. Therefore, our magnet will have a more dynamic field, rather than a static one, in theory anyway. This theory is an educated guess, and partially backed up by Tom Bearden, I quote: “That fact can be used, e.g., to create magnets whose fields appear normal, but which deviate from the normal behavior of ordinary magnets, and which produce anomalies in their magnetic fields.” (“Energy from the vacuum - concepts and principles” page 363, pharagraph 1)



It‟s not a dynamic field, forever or perpetually, it just the self-oscillation of the magnetic field. It will eventually fade away, but the process can be restarted with yet another hit/struck/touched/spike/input signal. Because this field doesn't make the subject to any type of friction, these self-oscillations in the magnetic field will in theory last a lot longer than the sound waves oscillations in the Tibetan bowl which are subject to friction by moving the air back and forth. To determine the resonant frequency of a magnet/magnetic field we use a thin razor blade placed in unstable equilibrium on top of a magnet:



These oscillations are reported by Tom Bearden to have happened by themselves (self-oscilating): “I also locked up one of his specially conditioned magnets for 24 hours, with a piece of shim stock sitting on the flat of the magnet and waving to and fro continuously, steadily performing work by moving air. When I opened the lock the next day, the shim stock was still there on the magnet and oscillating, having continuously done work against the air resistance for 24 hours with absolutely no energy input by the operator. “ (“Energy from the vacuum - concepts and principles” page 307, pharagraph 1)



This is exactly like the sound keeps going in a Tibetan singing bowl!



The air-gap



or the distance between the magnets. This air-gap must be extremely and precisely well calculated in order for the standing wave to be formed. This is done using the formula:



Where: d-distance between the magnets expressed in meters; frezonance -is the resonant frequency of the magnet/magnetic field expressed in Hertz. Another very important point is that this distance is not the actual distance between the magnets but is the distance between the centers of the two magnetic dipoles.Considering that the material of the magnet was magnetized in a symmetrical, exact, correct and precise fashion in regards to the shape of the magnet, the center of the magnetic dipole should be in the geometric center of the magnet form/shape. For example, if we use two flat 4mm thick magnets, we must calculate this distance from the center (2mm of one magnet to the 2mm of the other magnet):



This air-gap must be an integer number of a multiple of the half the wavelength of the resonant frequency: (harmonics of the resonant frequency)



This is the second harmonic (tree nodes-1). This picture very interestingly seems to be “in line” with the ambiguous words of Maurice (an associate of Sweet) regarding the “Floyd figure eight design (flux flow)” But what we are interested is to create only half the wavelength: (The Fundamental)



Why only half? Because if we generate the exact fundamental resonant frequency using it‟s wavelength as the gap, we will have a balanced symmetrical waving magnetic field line. One up and one down. One half of the sinewave in a direction, the other in the opposite direction. The work done by one anti-node will cancel the work done by the other anti-node. This operation leads to another VTA secret which is that we must generate an uneven number of anti-nodes in the standing wave between the magnets. (or an even number of nodes) If we carefully listen to what very few things Sparky is pointing out, few things but of an extreme importance, we find out that after determining the resonant frequency of a magnet, that first each magnet has a slightly different resonant frequency, and second, when we bring to identical magnets closer to each other, their fields gets mingled, and the natural resonance frequency will be an average of the two:



A partial transcript of Tom Bearden video of Sparky saying just this: “[...]Sweet: You have to take two magnets now. Right? Find out first what that... Bedini: Hole is? (most likely referring to the air-gap n.a.) Sweet: No, no. Find out first what the frequency is. The natural frequency. The magnetic resonant frequency. Bedini: With the Iron bar, yeah. Sweet: Find out what that is. Right:? Then, I just took the two magnets, found what the maxim is, and i put them together like this. [...] Sweet: Then I found what the frequency was. Now what it will do, what will do, it will average out the God damn frequency, God damn resonant frequency in this one and that one. Bedini: Right Sweet: It will average it out. Right? [...]” If we carefully analyse the videotape, and listen to what they are saying, we will understand that Sweet actually tried to explain to Tom Bearden and John Bedini the working principle prior to the recording of the video. This is an obvious rational deduction, based on the pre-indoctrinated/pre-fabricated answers (wrong answers) given especially by Bedini to Sweet when he is trying to finish his sentences. This only leads to the conclusion that fortunately for us, they most likely had a prior conversations about the working principle of operation behind the VTA and the conditioner/conditioning of the magnets, prior to the videotaping. It is fortunately for us, because these “finishing the sentences” wrong answers, gives us clues and deeper insights on how the VTA really works. Tanks to Bedini wrong answer “Hole is?” we can say with extreme conviction that the air-gap is indeed extremely important, and as presented above, without the proper determination of it, the standing wave will not form. Another point we must not ignore, is the answer “With the iron bar, yeah” also made by Bedini. I‟m not fully convinced, but i think he is referring either in replicating the VTA effect in a transformer, where determining the iron-bar-core magnetic resonant frequency is crucial for the operation(comment on 04.02.2012 this could also be more likely), or most likely his is referring to another not so obvious conditioning secret, in using a coil with an iron-bar core for the re-conditioning (re-magnetizing) to increase the flux density and facilitate an easier re-magnetization. Thus the resonant magnetic frequency will change because we have added an additional mass that captures and distorts the magnetic field, changing the resonant frequency of the system. Thus an additional determination of the magnetic resonance of the iron bar will be required.



The fact that Sparky Sweet is swearing and not only that he is swearing twice, denotes to me that most likely he was somehow “traumatized” and extremely annoyed and frustrated by not finding the right maximum amplitudes at the calculated resonant frequency when he was in his early development with the VTA. He probably tried very hard, and did a lot of testing, and failed a lot, and finally realised that it was an average of the two. Enough with this psychology crap, and back to our VTA. Again, we have to point out the fact that we must have an uneven number of anti-nodes in the standing wave, therefore our air-gap must be half the wavelength of the fundamental frequency (for best amplitudes in the anti-node).



Using, integer multiples of the will still work, but the amplitudes of the oscillations in the anti-nodes will be slightly lower. Again, I find myself in contradiction with what is commonly known in Floyd Sweet VTA about the liberty to use any frequency you want in conditioning the magnet. I find that difficult to believe, for mainly two major reasons. I am strongly convinced that VTA works by generating a standing wave between the magnets, therefore you can’t use any frequency you want, because the standing wave won‟t be generated. It is generated only at the resonant fundamental frequency and the harmonics of the resonant frequency:



This means that the input signal in the actuator/exciter coil must be the fundamental frequency or a subharmonic of the fundamental. Second of all, considering the fact that only an uneven number of anti-nodes will do work and generate power in the collector/power coil, we will again be constrain to use only an odd number for the subharmonics of the resonant frequency. This means that we can’t use any frequency we want! We must only use the fundamental or the 3rd sub-harmonic or the 5th sub-harmonic or the 7th sub-harmonic or the 9th sub-harmonic etc. of the resonant frequency of the magnetic field.



In this case if the magnets resonant frequency is 12.5Hz we will hit the magnets with a 12.5Hz signal input in the actuator/exciter coil. Thus for a standing wave pattern to be formed, the air-gap must be 4cm, 8cm or 12cm. In theory we could use any multiple of but in practice, the magnetic coupling between the two poles will become too weak thus the amplitude of the waves will be also weak.



Again, in this case, if the fundamental natural magnetic resonance of the system (the two coupled magnets) is 12.5Hz and in this case, we choose to hit them or actuate them or excite them with a 25Hz frequency (second harmonic) then for a standing wave to be formed the distance between them should be: A: 8cm, B: 6cm C: 4cm and D: 2cm. The in this case is not the of the 25Hz but is the fundamental wavelength. This can go on forever. Let‟s focus on the actual operation chosen by Sweet:



We do know that the magnetic resonance of the magnets is around 12Hz. We do know that he is using a 60Hz sinewave input signal. Thus he is using the 5th harmonic. This means that the wavelength for our standing wave to be formed when the system is hit with this frequency must be: 0.0167m Considering that he must use an odd number of anti-nodes, the distance between the magnets should be: 1 anti-node: 3 anti-nodes: 5 anti-nodes:



(most likely)



Ways to express and visualize MAGNETIC RESONANCE IN A MAGNET:



One way to directly observe mangetic resonance and the vibrating magnetic field is the Floyd Sparky Sweet thin blade method:



Aditional points and peaks are introduced because of the noise of the system. Any of these smaller peaks must not be confused as resonant frequency in the case when full picture is not visible. Therefore a full sweep at Extreme Low Frequency (especially between 9-30 Hz) is a must. We should point out here again the uneducated words of Maurice, probably not his own: “He had a small piece of metal that was standing on the top of the magnet at a 45 degree angle. As I recall, he claimed that the 45 degree angle was needed in the treatment of the magnet so that it could capture Scalar waves.” I hate fancy expression. I hate so much these people ho HIDE BEHIND FANCY EXTRAVAGANT EXPRESSIONS! Why do they do that? Are they to lazy to express the exact principle of operation from the traditional, conventional point of view? Why? Why to they have to make things complicated? Why do we have to use complicated terms? Why? So that people won't understand, and consider them smart? Is that it? This is insane, wrong, and evil! Why are people like this? Why? Can't they just cut the crap, and bluntly say what is really going on, with no secret, and nothing kept hidden?



Thus:



What I truly want to say to all these people that upsets me are the words of Walter Lewin: “The hidden beauty is the beauty of understanding, it’s the beauty of knowledge. And it’s your task, your task as teachers, and my task as a teacher to get that beauty across, in fact not only your task, this is your OBLIGATION. Knowledge does not narrow. Knowledge only adds. And without knowledge many experiences in life remain very narrow and very shallow”. (link here) Another way we could make evident the vibrating magnetic field, is by using a small part of a straight pin so that it has a small enough weight to be supported in a slightly vertical position by the magnetic field alone. You must have played as a child with magnets and straight pins under the kitchen table in trying to place the pins in a straight vertical position. This is what we are trying to achieve here too. The sharp head ideally should be placed in contact with



the magnet, as a small contact joint is the most important in seeing the vibrations. However, due to these vibrations, the small contact joint between the tip of the pin and the surface of the magnet, will make the pin eventually slip away and fall from it‟s slightly bent position. A solution to this is by placing a piece of glass in between the magnet and the pin that has a small made hole in it. Thus the sharp head will find it difficult to move due to the concave cavity and roughness of the surface.



Use your fingers and a tooth-pick/match to reposition the pin:



If the pin doesn‟t stay in a straight/oblique position, try to cut it shorter and make sure it light enough to be sustained by the field and/or try to place additional non-ferrous spacers between the magnet and the glass. Make sure that such spacers are not diamagnetic.



IN A COIL:



Magnetic resonance for an air-core coil behaves differently than in a magnet. Differently how? It is a different story because this time the magnetic resonance is intimately connected to the LC resonant frequency of the circuit. We are looking at the LC resonant frequency and self-oscillations damping time.



The frequency of the oscillatory voltage depends upon the value of the inductance and capacitance in the LC tank circuit. We now know that for resonance to occur in the tank circuit, there must be a frequency point were the value of XC, the capacitive reactance is the same as the value of XL, the inductive reactance (XL =



XC) and which will therefore cancel out each other out leaving only the DC resistance in the circuit to oppose the flow of current.



Resonant frequency of an LC oscillator can be determined using the formula:



LC Resonant frequency can also be determined by ringing the circuit:



The reason for this extremely lightly damped oscillations occurrence is that the natural common LC oscillations in the tank circuit will be in tune with a sub-harmonic of the not-so-obvious magnetic field frequency (the magnetic field has mass, remember?) Even if you object, saying that I‟m wrong and that any LC natural oscillations are damped by an exponential decay, and what we can see in the above picture is utter nonsense! I will respond to you, saying that you are right but you are also wrong. NOT ALL plain simple LC CIRCUIT HAVE EXPONENTIAL DECAY OSCILLATIONS! Again you might think that I‟m insane, but just trust me when I say that there are some LC circuits that exhibit a high Q, and their oscillations are not damped in an exponential decay. There are some coils geometries that creates a spinning magnetic field. The magnetic field has mass, so it will have an inertia. If the natural LC oscillations are in-tune with the spinning magnetic field, then this magnetic spin will create an induced EMF in the circuit and thus our oscillations will not fade away exponentially and it will behave like a high Q LC resonator.



The condition for the natural self-oscillations to occur in an LC oscillator resonator circuit is that the Capacitive and Inductive reactance must be set on a harmonic of the fundamental resonant frequency of the magnetic field created by the coil L. Thus we say “The circuit works in magnetic resonance” or in other terms: “The natural LC oscillations are in resonance with the magnetic field”



Each time the field builds up and collapses in the coil L, it will happen in tune with a harmonic of the fundamental frequency of it‟s magnetic field. This setting/tuning/adjusting or controlling by varying the inductive and capacitive reactance will be extremely difficult. Why? Keep in mind that the fundamental natural resonant frequency of a magnetic field at it‟s peak amplitude is expressed by even two decimals for it‟s particular frequency. Meaning that the correct fundamental, first harmonic, natural magnetic resonant frequency of a magnetic field will be for example 15.43 Hz. If you hit this field with 15.6 Hz it will not work! You are too off! You won‟t get the maximum effect and maximum amplitude. This is because



the



natural magnetic resonant frequency of a magnetic field has a high Q factor! (quality factor)



And remember this is for the fundamental frequency, and when you go higher with the harmonics, it will be even more difficult to tune it. Let‟s quote Mythbusters Tesla Earthquake machine episode commentary voice about the tuning on the fundamental resonant frequency of an iron bar:



“With a computer control



ACCURACY OF ONE HUNDREDS OF A HERTZ,



something Tesla could only dream of,



they are having much more success fine tuning Grant's all most frictionless motor to the steel bar natural frequency”. (Mythbusters “Earthquake machine” episode 60 in series/71 overall, season 2006, air date: August 30 )



I deliberately wrote in such big letters, because i don‟t actually think anyone could tune to magnetic resonance with a standard signal generator. Consider this well, and think this through how you can achieve



such accuracy to reach magnetic resonance!



Additional insights on the TPU, MEG, and Flynn SSG devices. I know that I said that all these devices are based on the same principle -magnet switchers-, and then i added that they all are sophisticated embodiments of magnetic resonance principle. All this is correct, but now I will add another descriptive argument about them, and that is they are actually “magnets in selfoscillation” actuated slightly from time to time (in phase with the oscillations-comment on 20.02.2012 - actually more like a 45 to 90 degree phase shift) by small kicks to keep the self-oscillations going. Therefore is not the actuator/exciter or input coil that



cause the magnet to switch path, but in fact this switching happens by itself, and if no load is put to stress this flux, (that is when this flux is switching by itself, with no additional input) if no load is connected to these solid state generators, these self-oscillations will keep going for a while even with no input by the user, just like a Sweet VTA magnet that oscillated a thin blade on top of it for more than 24 hours just by itself, with nothing attached to it, locked in a cabinet by Tom Bearden. Considering all the insights until now, we can say with a highly degree of certainty that the TPU, MEG and



a means to achieve an end,



Flynn SSG are actually a way to harness the self-oscillations that are set in a special “conditioned” (re-magnetized) magnet. The devices construction means nothing. The construction details are useless, if we don‟t understand the principle of operation. The devices by themselves are garbage, junk. They mean nothing.What we are actually doing is to harness, or to extract energy from the self-oscillations set in a special remagnetized magnet. Again, by self-oscillations I mean the ability of a special magnet to vibrate(oscillate) it‟s own magnetic field. Such oscillations if they are properly set in a magnet, will not suffer from friction or any resistance whatsoever. However, when we will try to capture the energy from these oscillations, and force them to do work, they will inevitably stop. Unless...we actuate them/excite them with an input signal kick in phase with the self-oscillations in the magnet, so that they will not fade away. Then the energy captured from these oscillations will be grater than the input kick. This is what TPU, MEG, VTA and Fynn solid state generator are doing, they are just capturing this selfoscillations energy set in a magnet. We can of course use any harmonic of the fundamental natural resonant frequency to keep the self-oscillations going. Yeah, but how is this special magnet realized? How do we condition a magnet? How do we set selfoscillations in a magnet? How do we condition a magnet to behave like this? How do we brake a magnet symmetrical field? The answer: Resonance! Remember the DESTRUCTIVE EFFECT THAT RESONANCE HAS ON SOLIDS? If not, again I recommend watching Mythbusters episode on Tesla Earthquake machine. Now remember from physics that by solids, we should actually understand “mass”. The magnetic field has mass, thus has a resonant frequency. Now I will give you an answer by asking you a question: Why do you think it‟s called BROKEN SYMMETRY? Ring any bell? By braking the magnet symmetrical field using it‟s resonant fundamental natural frequency, the oscillations we used to brake it will keep going for a while, after everything is stopped. If we have used enough power and flux density, the magnet will re-magnetize in this DYNAMIC fashion. This is what we have to understand by “conditioning the magnet”. Considering all of these, the fact that Steven Mark took the magnets, oh...sorry...took the “broken magnets” (special magnets) apart from the TPU, when it wasn‟t working, gives further credibility to everything said until now. I understand that he used slots for the special magnets, because they will eventually demagnetize and he wanted access to replace them, but he could have left them in their slots, right? Why didn‟t he do that? The most likely reason, supports all these deductions and is the fact that the TPU core acts like a “load” or friction for these self-oscillations in the magnet, due to eddy currents. If this idea is correct, and most likely is, then if we leave the special conditioned broken magnet in the device (MEG, TPU or Flynn SSG) for to long, the self-oscillations will stop, and eventually the magnet will not self-oscillate at all. Remember, that when in operation the self-oscillations are maintained, and nourished so they will not stop, no matter what. But leaving the self-oscillations to do work, without properly exiting them will most surely lead, after some time, to the restoring of the magnet balance and equilibrium and thus becoming an ordinary magnet.



Insights regarding VTA: From studying the VTA, we can pretty much understand the reasons why Sweet choose those huge magnets, for two main major factors: 1. The Bigger the field, the lower the fundamental resonant frequency. At the lower fundamental resonant magnetic field frequency the Q factor is reduced. Thus we don‟t need high accuracy to pin-point the exact fundamental frequency. 2. He wanted to use to lowest sub-harmonic possible to the magnetic field resonance, because he wanted to extract at the output an exact 60Hz sinewave, so that not to complicate further the design using an inverter. The closer you get to the fundamental frequency with the actuator frequency the better the amplitude, and the higher the output power. Therefore, if he had used let‟s say the third harmonic of a fundamental frequency of a 20Hz magnet, then such a magnetic field will be to small, and thus to low output power. He then realised that the next closest harmonic he could use was the 5th. Thus the 5th harmonic of a fundamental frequency of a magnetic field, leads to a 12Hz fundamental resonant frequency. So he had to find a magnet that has a fundamental resonant magnetic field frequency of 12Hz, and that‟s a BIG magnet!



CONDITIONING THE MAGNETS. (Re-magnetization process) I know I said, that the “magnetic domains” Sweet explanation for the inner operation of the VTA was wrong, but I find myself, in an awkward position when I may have to take back those words. But I still think that it‟s not correct, but it‟s also not wrong either. More likely is an inaccurate/inadequate/superficial approximation of reality. These self-oscillations for a lack of a better understanding of magnetism, and the special dynamic remagnetization process, I am starting to understand why Sweet used this theory to explain his device. We are finding ourselves here, on an uncharted land, and that is the fact that “magnetic domains” are found in two major categories: static magnetic domains, and dynamic magnetic domains. Seems absurd, I know, but bear with me. From the Radus boots, to MEG, and Flynn devices, we are taught that a magnet can switch it‟s preferred flux path:



(These self-oscillations are weak, but consistent. If they are put under load, friction, stress or resistance they quickly fade away permanently (non-ireversable). The self-oscillations can be restarted with a small input magnetic field (hitting them). Such a small magnetic field can be from a coil (inside the TPU) or from another magnet.)



Right, this is known and understood, but remember that this switching of the magnetic field happens more efficiently if we not just hit the field in the side we want vacant, but also hit the side we want our field to occupy:



This changes our previously assumed model like this:



(These self-oscillations are weak, but consistent. If they are put under load, friction, stress or resistance they quickly fade away permanently (non-ireversable). The self-oscillations can be restarted with a small input magnetic field (hitting them). Such a small magnetic field can be from a coil (inside the TPU) or from another magnet.)



We should not ignore the fact that additional poles will be formed in the re-magnetization process. Thus the



“vacant side of 0 magnetic flux” is not 0 after all! After we have made room in our minds for this new idea, then we realize that there is no reason, for the magnetic fields created in one side and the other to be unequal, and we reach a more close to reality conclusion:



So in conclusion we have a special condition magnet that behaves like this:



(These self-oscillations are weak, but consistent. If they are put under load, friction, stress or resistance they quickly fade away permanently (non-ireversable). The self-oscillations can be restarted with a small input magnetic field (hitting them). Such a small magnetic field can be from a coil (inside the TPU) or from another magnet.)



An obvious practical question now arises: How on earth are we going to re-magnetize a magnet in such arrangement? If it‟s not obvious by now, the answer is simple and right in your face.



We magnetize/re-



magnetize the magnets in the device itself! Just were they are and were they will continue to be after the conditioning!



MAGNETIC DOMAINS DYNAMICS The magnetic domains dynamics producing the self-oscillating magnetic field of a magnet is definitely unexplored land. For the self-oscillations to occur, the magnet must be magnetized in a powerful sinewave(ideal) (or square wave) alternating magnetic field, in the manner presented above. In Steven Mark TPU, magnetic domains dynamics in his magnets are like this:



Remember, without a proper understanding of “Magnetic resonance” concept, the “magnetic domains dynamics” won’t make any sense! This is because, the dynamics only happens at magnetic resonance! The dynamic 180 degrees self re-orientation of the magnetic domains has to happen at a rate/beat/frequency in tune with the resonance of the field created by them! All things considered, our TPU magnets should look like this:



(These self-oscillations are weak, but consistent. If they are put under load, friction, stress or resistance they quickly fade away permanently (non-ireversable). The self-oscillations can be restarted with a small input magnetic field (hitting them). Such a small magnetic field can be from a coil (inside the TPU) or from another magnet.)



And their special magnetic field conditioned for self-oscillations would look something like this (when they are taken apart from the device):



These self-oscillations are weak, but consistent. If they are put under load, friction, stress or resistance they quickly fade away permanently (non-irreversible). The self-oscillations can be restarted with a small input magnetic field (“hitting” them). Such a small magnetic field can be from a coil (inside the TPU) or from another magnet.



THIS GIVES FULL CREDIT AND AUTHENTICITY TO THE SITUATION WHERE STEVEN MARK STARTS ONE OF HIS TPU LIKE DEVICE JUST BY



WAVING A MAGNET NEAR IT!!! MEG MAGNET DOMAIN DYNAMICS



Magnet oscillates back and forth between these states (self-oscillation)



(These self-oscillations are weak, but consistent. If they are put under load, friction, stress or resistance they quickly fade away permanently (non-ireversable). The self-oscillations can be restarted with a small input magnetic field (hitting them). Such a small magnetic field can be from a coil (inside the TPU) or from another magnet.)



Don‟t even think or consider replacing the central magnet with two identical magnets put together in opposition. First it‟s silly, and second if you had that thought passed through your mind, then it‟s clear that you haven‟t understood the self-oscillations in the magnet. It‟s not two magnets. It‟s only one magnet that self-oscillates behaving like two magnets joined together at an instant. MORE INSIGHT ON MEG INNER OPERATION PRINCIPLE If you think about it well, you will come to realise that in



order for the MEG to generate a sinusoidal output, SOMETHING MUST BE SPINNING!!!



(US Patent nr 6362718 MEG sheet 3 of 5)



So what is it? The answer is the magnetic domains in the magnet! You might say: Ok.... But how can this be? And this is were things start to go very complicated, but I will try to make it as simple as I can. First I will like to add that there is nothing like Solid State Generators in the Entire Universe. The usage of the term “Solid State Generators” is flawed for two main reasons> First, There is nothing “Solid” in this Entire Created Universe! What we define “solid” is something made out of atoms, that are made of guess what! Empty Space! The Atom is 99,99% Empty Space! Research this on your own, because I‟m not going to insist on it to much. Second the term “Solid State” implies no moving parts. But in order for the Generator to do work, SOMETHING



MUST



BE MOVING! Because you can‟t generate movement out of something that is not moving! Everything in Creation is moving! EVERYTHING! Therefore Something IS MOVING in all these generators, but



WE JUST



CAN’T SEE IT! Either it‟s too small (magnetic domains) or is invisible (magnetic field). Therefore the use of “SOLID STATE GENERATORS” IS UNAPPROPRIATED, but for the sake of argument, and that many people are used to this term, and this notion, and it is pinned down into our vocabulary, we must use it further on. We must realise that the term that I used as “Domain Boundary change” is not so academic. A more accurate



“Bloch wall”



and correct term for it is . Now this “Bloch wall” is not an ABRUPT change or an abrupt reversal of orientation! It is a slightly gentle transition in the magnetic domains, like so:



(Magnetism and Magnetic Resonance in Solids - A.P. Guimaraes, Page 134, Figure 5.12)



You remember now, that I said that there are no sine waves in the entire Universe? This is another case, out of countless cases, were this is proven to be right. It more resembles a vortex or helix, doesn't it? Again, Universe doesn‟t work on the surface screen of an oscilloscope! A sinewave is a distortion! It‟s like a shadow of something out of Creation. You can‟t look at a man‟s shadow, and say that it‟s a man! The shadow is nothing! The person ho cast it is real! The same with sine waves! They are shadows (2D distorted representations) of a complex 3D vortex/helix entity. In our MEG case, the above picture is still not accurate. What happens is that a wave is formed between the walls of the magnet (like a standing wave):



I said it is LIKE a standing wave, because it is not, in spite the fact that it may look like, and we might think that way. From the picture above of a standing wave in a string, we should remember the equation for a standing wave: So, our equation becomes 0 for certain values of frequency . In those moments, a node is formed. In such a point nothing is moving. Our wave stands still in that particular spot. This is however not true for our case, because in the Bloch wall region, we don‟t have a node. So this is not a standing wave. How this looks like is for example like a drill bit, or like one helix of DNA:



This spin once established is self sustaining. It‟s like the north pole is always chasing the south pole. Because we have almost no friction, these self-sustaining self-oscillations established in the magnetic domains will spin indefinitely again, as long as we don‟t introduce friction. If we introduce friction, by capturing this outside spinning magnetic field with a coil, then this coil due to BEMF, will slow down the “internal engine”. Therefore we must apply a small external input kick that will maintain them. This internal engine in the magnets is what drives the MEG, TPU, and Flynn SSG. Not exactly the same with VTA though. In the VTA this same engine is established also in the air-gap between the magnets. How will this be Overunity? Remember that this spin has a huge inertia, just like the mass heavy weight we see in other free energy motors. Once started if you hit this spin (just pinch it) at the right exact time (in resonance) it will do a lot more work than we are putting in. Another thing that we must understand here is the fact that our magnet acts like a sound cavity. Just like when you are shouting in a completely empty apartment.



You hear an echo. It is exactly what we seek here. A constructive interference pattern between the outside applied magnetic field and the reflected (echo) wave established in the magnet. It‟s like the exact opposite of anechoic chambers!



We seek quite the opposite! Therefore more like an echo chamber.



(Hamilton Mausoleum)



In a room, once you bring objects in that room, like a sofa, a table, a chair, a bed etc, that echo that was first there is gone! No more echo! That‟s what we might think, but the echo, is still there, is just there are many things in the way, that disperse it into many other waves with different frequencies and weaker amplitudes.



Household object are like imperfections in our material. Therefore, to improve the echo, we must use perfect magnets, no scratches, no cracks, no visible surface defects. As for the inside...hope you are lucky. If not use another



magnet, demagnetize it, and start again, and again. until you find the perfect “chamber” that sustains the echo for longer periods. Interesting how this relates to bigger and bigger temples, churches and cathedrals...



...maybe the architects knew something.The bigger the better is capable to amplify ELF. Exactly the opposite like in standard modern sound amplifiers! The amplification cuts off with frequency! Maybe they knew how to design, and build cathedrals, at specific dimensions, to act as sound amplifiers for many frequencies, so that will operate like a modern electronic sound amplifier. But instead of something that electronics engineers know as self-oscillations which they try to avoid in designing an amplifier, the builders of churches new that this “self-oscillations” is exactly what they want! The bigger the echo the better “God” resides in it! Maybe they knew that by designing cathedrals with specific build in constants, specific ratios between walls and chambers, and special design and so on, then all these things will amplify through the echo being in constructive interference with the voice of the singer or chorus. To amplify the feedback echo sound received in the 3D stereoscopic human ear when is chanting the sacred name of God! To bring the initiate closer to self-resonance as possible! Damn! They were really smart! Wonder what other secrets of this lost art they hold. This will make churches and cathedrals from this point of view, more like “initiation chambers” like the ancient pyramids! Of course from this point of view, this will mean that the churches were never meant to be full with people or objects. One person at a time. Bringing a person much closer to God, Literally! Not the hole mob at once. Oh, Sorry for that, I went a little bit off topic here, I apologise for my tendency to be carried out by these thoughts. Another insight we should have in mind is the magical legendary



Singing rod



Ian B Dunne demonstrating the singing rod at Southampton University during National Science Week 2010 (See link here)



Legend has it that the song of the singing rod summons the Physics Fairy. She has been known to guide kids through physics problems and experiments. It is thought that the physics fairy inspired a young patent clerk in 1905 to imagine what it would be like to ride on a beam of light. He then developed a very special theory that changed the world of physics.



If you hear for the first time the Singing Rod, then you too will be “inspired by the fairy” to think: “Look, can’t you see? Or better said, can’t you hear? That the total Energy Output in Work per unit time done by the singing rod is far grater than of the input? Are we all blind and deaf? Isn’t this another extremely obvious and speaks for itself case of overunity and energy gain/amplification? Are we all that blind and deaf? Can’t we have a little bit of vision and see that this can be a free-energy device? I will say to you, my friend, you are right, but you must also realise and wake up to the reality that someone else beat you to it. This has already been done, we just don‟t know it, and we are not aware of it. This is true, the singing rod can become a free-energy overunity electric generator. We must realise that there is nothing left in this world to be invented! I think a great man said this in the past, and it’s true. He was highly criticised and ridiculed for it and any sane man will think he was nuts when he said it. We all heard him, but we just didn‟t really understood what he meant. Everything there is in the entire Universe has already been invented!!! It just haven‟t been DISCOVERED yet. Everything you can imagine in the entire Universe has already been invented by the Infinite Intelligence that Created all Existence. If you can imagine in your head something out of a Sci-Fi movie, than a Higher Intelligence than yours already imagined it before you, and probably put it into practice to see how it works out in this vast enormous Universe, in a far distant galaxy were no human telescope has gazed yet. Everything you can imagine, any device, any technology, any prototype, any design, everything! Everything! Everything you can imagine has already been invented. Everything! We just didn‟t discover how to do it yet. We just have to discover it and bring it to light again! Nikola Tesla realised this (his father was a priest), and this is why he never liked people saying about him that he is an inventor. He always said about himself that he is a DISCOVERER! Think about that for a minute! It is more than a miss-used word! When you have read what i just said, you might say that I‟m a fool, and I should listen to Nobel Prize winner Ivar Giaever when he told the 2008 Beijing Nobel Laureates Forum that “Nothing left to discover, a world to invent”. You might say that this is a contradiction. I say different. It is not. My friend, please listen, and bear with me. The apparent contradiction is not the problem here, is the limit of our vocabulary and the limit of our words we have available to use IN ORDER TO EXPRESS OUR IDEAS. We are expressing different ideas and thoughts through the same words that apparently contradict each other, but the unspoken ideas behind the messages are not in contradiction. If you have just discovered the singing rod, then you must realise that others discovered it before you. We have to admit that the singing rod most likely inspired Donald L Smith to build his free energy bar resonant transformer described in his book Resonance Energy Methods:



(picture from the book “Resonance Energy Methods” by Donald L Smith page 31) Let‟s quote Donald Smith: “Magnetostriction oscillators work by magnetic resonance in a rod of magnetostriction material. This rod serves two purposes, it vibrates at freqency of resonance oscillation, and becomes the feedback transformer. Frequency is determined by items 4,5,6 and 8. The diameter, length and volume of the rod and output windings determine the output. Item 2 provides feed back into the system. Negative magnetic character of item 8 plus the windings 2 in reaction to the magnetic flux field provided by 9, increaseas (amplifies - magnifies) the output. Magnetic permeability is the counterpart of negative resistance. Resonate with negative magnetic resistance it pumps energy from the Earth’s ambient background. Magnetic permeabiliy is the ratio of flux density (Earth B field) to the magnetizing force (H) in oersteds. Magnetostrictive materials are piezoelectric in character, have very high resistivity to electrical current flow. Examples are: Permealloy Negative Magnetic Permeability > 80000, Sendust 30000-120000, Metglas 200.000, Iron with 34% Cobalt 13000, New Technology 1000000” So how does the singing rod work? What‟s the catch? What the trick? The secret is that the rod acts like a sound cavity. Imagine it like a hollow room were you shout and hear your echo. Almost the same here. Here stroking the rod with sticky fingers creates longitudinal waves in the bar, meaning that waves are produced which travel along the length of the rod.



The waves that are traveling to the end of the rod transmit their vibrations to the surrounding air molecules since a rod will always have anti-nodes at its ends, and some of them are reflected going in the opposite direction thus constructively interfering with the waves already established. Thus a standing wave pattern is established in the rod. That is why it is capable of generating only one tone. Because of it‟s length. You want a different note, you have to cut it shorter or just hold it in a different place, and start again.



And of course as it always happens with all these free-energy inventors, they always, always, always NOT share everything with the listener or reader. In the Donald Smith free-energy resonant rod transformer, what he happens to “accidentally” omit is that the coils 2 and 9 must be placed at specific places along the length of the bar, in order to position them on anti-nodes were all the “magic” happens. Highest magnetostriction is in the anti-nodes of the standing wave pattern established in the rod. In the nodes there is no magnetic domains movement therefore no magnetostriction, therefore no electromagnetic induction. LOL! pretty logic isn‟t it? I just hate when people happen to omit the most important aspect of their invention, don‟t you? Although the waves in the singing rod are longitudinal, they are more easily represented by showing a transverse standing wave. The following diagram shows how the motion is represented.



Simple experiment (click link here) that proves the actual longitudinal wave generation in the singing rod:



Now if you think that this is an easy cheap way of producing free energy, Think again! First of all, the singing rod is made out of pure aluminium with extremely low impurities in the material itself. Second if we want to generate electricity out of this standing wave pattern that is formed inside, aluminium is not a magnetostrictive material, because it has no magnetic permeability whatsoever. Therefore we need a special alloy material that has both high magnetostriction and high permeability so that the actuator is a magnetic field instead of our fingers. This material is hard to find since all most common cores we use today in transformers are design specifically to minimize magnetostriction. Singing rods are usually used to create Friction Harps like we see here. THE RE-MAGNETIZING PROCESS (CONDITIONING THE MAGNETS) I don‟t really like it, but I‟m going to quote Floyd associate Maurice again: “A side note is that Floyd delighted in telling people, when they asked how he treated his magnets, they should get the magnets real hot first. This apparently “screwed up” the magnetism and he enjoyed doing this for some weird reason!” Crap, crap and again crap. What is really going on here is: In order to re-magnetize/magnetize a magnet or a material, we must take into account, “resetting”(demagnetizing) making it virgin again, or erasing it‟s magnetic history/memory first. This is done by heating the magnet above the Curie temperature which is: 310-400°C for Neodymium magnets; 700-860°C for Alnico magnets; 720-800°C for Sm-Co (Samarium-Cobalt/rare-earth) magnets; 450°C for Sr-Ferrite (Strontium-Ferrite) magnets. (data collected from here)



Professor Walter H.G. Lewin demonstrating Curie temperature:



Even if Walter Lewin shows here how a nut loses it‟s magnetic properties above Curie temperature, this also applies to magnets and heat treatment of the material of a permanent magnet. The molecular motion done by the heat destroys the alignment of the magnetic domains. This always removes all trace of magnetization. This “resetting” also ensures a stronger “hold” of the magnetism. However we still need to use the same amount of power (ampere/meter or Oersted) for the magnetization process. Another way is to place the magnet in an alternating magnetic field with an intensity above the material's coercivity and then either slowly drawing the magnet out or slowly decreasing the magnetic field to zero.



After we have “reset” a magnet by overheating it above Curie point, we need to let it cool down. Now it is no longer a magnet. After it has cooled down we must place it in a freezer, because the lower the temperature, the lower the thermal agitations (Johnson-Nyquist noise) in the material, so it will be more easily to re-magnetize it (increasing magnetic susceptibility).



Another thing I feel compelled to share about MEG, TPU and Flynn SSG is that it is very unlikely to special remagnetize the magnet in the device itself in this dynamic fashion, in spite the fact that we will tend to think that way as I previously though. The reason why we won‟t have success, is that, the magnetic flux MUST set up THROUGH the magnet! Although Kirchhoff first rule for magnetic currents dictates that a magnetic flux will be established through the core and also through the magnet (the sum of magnetic fluxes into any node is always zero), I say to you, that the ratio of the two currents is not right! We need more of the flux crated to be established through the magnet, rather than going further to the core and closing with the other flux from the other coil. All this means that the core shape must be different from the one in the MEG patent and the one in the TPU device! Thus we will need to design another core(transformer) to condition the magnets. This is how we though we would create a MEG dynamic magnet:



But pour Kirchhoff turns over in his grave when he sees this! So to make him happy, let‟s correct this setup. So what does Kirchhoff say?



But we are powering both coils at the same time, so: (must be the same) therefore:



Oh, Darn! Kirchhoff first rule applied for magnetic currents says that we won‟t achieve what we desire. But not necessary. The flux through our demagnetized magnet will still set up: Like so: Case 1:



Or like so: Case 2:



Both of these configurations are true at the same time, but for this orientation of we have two possible configurations in opposition. Thus will not set up because it has no preference of direction. In the case 1:



But this is not true since both coils are the same, same number of windings, same applied voltage, same current through them, identical windings, fired together, they should have the same magnetic flux. In case 2: Again, just like case 1. This is not possible. Now when the coils fire in the opposite direction, we will reach the same conclusion. Thus will not set up in any case.



What we seek is to set up



in both direction at the same time:



This is what we are after. However as we can see, it is not circulating through the magnet:



The problem we are facing is minimizing



is not an effective magnetizer, because most of the flux



component of the equation so that:



Meaning that most of the flux crated by the coils we want it to go through the center part of the transformer were the demagnetized magnet is. Now, how do we reduce the ? The answer is that we definitely must redesign the core, to accommodate the circulation of the flux more through the magnet. How? One inefficient way is like this:



I say inefficient because that damn is still present. We have to some how cut it... That‟s it! Let‟s cut the core there! Great idea! Now we have this configuration:



Hm...seems we do have an improvement, but is not completely gone. It seems that the cut we have just done, acts like an air-gap in the core. It still let‟s some flux go through... Also there is an additional closing through the magnet in a wrong fashion...This damn flux...It wants to stick in wrong places! Ok, then. So let‟s increase the air-gap, so that there is no possible way for to jump across so great distances due to the magnetic reluctance of the air. So Let‟s try this configuration:



Pfiu...After a lot of cutting, our is still present, but it has finally became negligible. Now, when we are looking at the above picture, we might ask ourselves, why have we done so much labor in cutting and redesigning, when we could have used this configuration:



However, in both cases we would find out, that still it won‟t work! The problem lies, as I have stated before, in the magnet. The problem is that the standing wave (3D vortex) is not formed in the magnet if we use the second harmonic. It could work on higher harmonics tough, but there is no point in doing that yet. For now, let‟s concentrate in achieving the lowest harmonic possible. We have two magnetic paths, so we need two oscillating anti-nodes in antiphase:



Fine! Then this must work:



Yes, this should work better, however...only one more thing should be added to improve the design. What now? In the technological process of constructing the core of this new MEG design, one should realise that, why go to so much trouble, when it is easier to make it like this:



All this is nice, but a new problem arises. This problem lies in the rotation of the magnetic domains. In the remagnetization process, when the reversed flux is established, the oriented magnetic domain have two possibilities of spinning: to the left, or to the right. Like in this following picture:



What we need is a small additional kick to set up the desired direction of spin. You might think that if we align to the magnetic field of the earth, the spin will be dictated by the earth magnetic field lines. That is true only for a 180 degrees spin, but when it goes down, the magnetic field lines of the earth must reverse direction to support the premature birth of this spin. Therefore it will still not spin. So what we need, are another 90 degrees additional actuator coils, with a sinewave signal 90 degrees out of phase with the power coils. Notice that i said “actuator” coils. This means that it is not necessary for these additional coils to have a powerful field for the magnetization process. It is at least sufficient that they provide like a “drive way sign”, just setting up a direction of spin, that is all. With out an additional coils to provide a direction of spin, we won‟t set up the “Bloch wall” correctly and all we will get will be excess energy from the Barkhausen jumps in the magnetic domains, which are the random jumps of the magnetic domains to re-align themselves with the new magnetic flux that happens to come in reversed direction. Therefore there is nothing guiding this sudden jumping of the magnetic domains alignment, so there will be no spin. In a cross-section plane through the magnet some domains will spin left to align to the 180 degrees reversed applied



magnetic field, others will spin right. Nothing will tell them otherwise, unless we impose a direction of spin, a transition phase between the 180 degrees poles. So, the solution is simple. We will also hit the magnet at 90 degrees angle in respect with the magnetizing B vector like so:



Now we have eliminated the random Barkhausen jumps in the magnetic domains. I repeat, we are not after that. We don‟t need sudden jumps of magnetic domains to align themselves with an external field, WE ARE AFTER A SOFT SPIN at magnetic resonance. So we will end up at this design:



Now, we have four coils and two options. Our first option is to use a two-phase 90 degrees phase shifted system of magnetising, or we could use four BIFILAR coils with four mosfet transistors triggered sequentially. In the first case we have to have in mind that we need a very powerful signal capable of at least 50W depending of the size of the demagnetized magnet you are trying to condition. Also you need a very accurate, stable, and precise generator for such a wave. One solution for this case is to carefully use you power amplifier from your speakers and generate a stereo precise sinewave, where one channel is phase shifted from the other sinewave with 90 degrees. The computer will be able to generate such distinct waves on the left and right channel independently and have a sufficient accuracy to establish self-oscillations at a very high Q magnetic resonant frequency with a high enough power to re-magnetise a small magnet. It is much more convenient to do it this way, although YOU MUST BE VERY CAREFULLY TO ACCURATELY ADJUST AND CALIBRATE THE OUTPUT IMPEDANCE OF YOUR POWER AMPLIFIER WITH THE INPUT IMPEDANCE OF THE COILS IN YOUR MAGNETISER. So if you don‟t know how to do that, it is actually very easy, in spite the fact it doesn't sound that way. You just unplug a speaker from your stereo power amplifier, measure it with an ohm-meter the resistance of your speaker, and make sure that the magnetizing coil that you attach instead of your speaker will have the same resistance. If it‟s lower make sure that you don‟t burn your amplifier output stage, and if it higher you won‟t have to much output power in your magnetiser. You should consult the amplifier manufacturer manual to see the minimum allowed impedance at the output from the amplifier. This an important parameter especially if the amplifier was bought separated from the speakers. In the second case we need four bifilar coils, meaning a total of eight coils. Two for the left toroid, two for the right toroid, two for the left additional pole, and final two for the right additional pole. We need bifilar, because we will hit the mosfet that turns on current through one wire of a bifilar winding in a direction and then hit the second wire of the same bifilar winding in the opposite direction. So what we have is actually a 8 pole magnetic engine running here. 4 magnetic poles on the left side and 4 magnetic poles on the right side of the magnet. The rotor is the magnetic domains



in the demagnetized magnet, which is now conditioned/re-magnetized to have a dynamic magnetic domains spin by the use of these 8 poles. The Bloch wall in our case is not a real “wall” is more like a region. We are dealing here with a spinning Bloch wall a spinning Bloch region half the size of the magnet (from the middle of the left side to the middle of the right side of the magnet). The wire gauge does not necessary need to be calibrated for the power requirements, because it only works at full power for a brief period of time (a few seconds - magnetising mode), and then it will enter in excitation mode (or actuator mode) consuming less power. So how does this work? It should work like presented in this logic diagram:



There are two possibilities. One is that the Magnetizing block in the first stage is different from the Actuator/Exciter block in the second phase (They are not the same logical block - for example in the real world magnetizing coils are apart from the actuator coils). And the second possibility is that they are the same logical block but works with two functions in the two distinct stages, which is what I‟m going to focus on. This means that the actuator coils in my design will also act as the power magnetizing coils in the first stage of operation. -As I said they don‟t have to be a high wire gauge, because the magnetizing phase lasts for few seconds. -You might say, yeah, but you have to magnetize each time you are changing the frequency. So what do you do if you want to sweep frequencies to find resonance? -Simple, I just work with it like nothing is wrong, and if it gets hot, I wait it to cool down and resume the sweep. -Yeah, but doesn't that take a lot of time until you find resonance? -True, but I‟m only doing that with the prototype version. Then after i find out what exactly determines the resonant frequency, in the next versions i will be able to tune it to that exact frequency from the start. I have a feeling that the magnetic resonant frequency of the magnetic domains spin is directly proportional to the length of the magnet multiplied by a constant (a relative permeability if you may which is determined by the alloy composition of a particular type of magnet - the logic in that is that the speed/velocity of a wave is different depending on which medium is traveling). So that unknown constant is what I‟m after to prove, demonstrate and calculate. Another problem we are facing is the shot time we have to wait between the magnetizing and actuator/exciter stages in our design. If we take a closer look at the Tom Bearden MEG output signals in the patent file, we might notice something interesting:



So, why isn‟t he kicking the magnet in phase with the sinewave produces by the spinning magnetic domains? What we actually see here, is a 45 degrees phase shift between the actual spin inside the magnet and the applied actuator/exciter kicks/pulses. To better illustrate why this is so, let„s look at the following picture:



Now we know why the 45 degrees phase shift is so important in the operation of the MEG. We can say that the repulsing force F in stage 3 is what maintains the momentum of the spinning magnetic domains. I will concentrate in 4 bifilar coils which will be driven by four Mosfet transistors in sequential mode. But wait a second, let‟s not rush into this thing yet, let‟s think this through. Ok. What are we going to do?



-First we are going to drive the mosfets at full power to magnetize the demagnetized magnet and establish a spin at a particular frequency. Ok -Second we will lower the power that the mosfets will switch on the coils, so now we are just exciting/actuating the spin. -Ok. But we have to implement the waiting period, a pause, a short time, a sleep time, a delay time between changing the operation mode from magnetizing to actuating/exciting. -Ok. Fine. We can do that by inserting a pause, a mute time, a transition blank state between the phases in the signal output by our computer control square wave generator. -Ok. So we will implement the 45 degrees phase shift by waiting? -Yes. -So we can‟t implement this waiting using a standard signal generator? -Well, in theory you can, but you will need a triggering of your function/signal generator by an additional triggering coil/sensor mounted 45 degrees on the magnet in the device. -What other options are there? Is there a more simpler way? -We must understand that we can‟t just magnetize the magnet for 5 seconds, turn off everything, count to 3 in our head, and turn on the actuator/exciter signal. It won‟t work that way! -Why? That‟s the most simple way to do it, isn‟t it? -No, because the pause/delay/waiting period/sleep time is directly determined by the frequency you are using. So if we are using 500 Hz switching in our magnet, then the waiting period is T/8 (360/8=45) which in our case is:



this means that you will have to wait:



Can you count 250 in your head and turn the actuator signal? -No. But surely you will get a timing right with a bit of luck... -No.No.No. This is insane! You can‟t think that way! Of course if you lucky hit a multiple of 250 in your delay, maybe. But we are dealing here with an extremely accurate timing. If you wait for example 7 time longer than that you will counteract the spin! If you wait instead of 250 , 1,75ms then you have a 270 degrees phase shift between the actual established spin and the actuator kicks/spikes/pulses/one shots. Then your kicks will stop the spin! This is insane! -So then, what is the most simple solution? -The most simple solution I can think of is that the pause/sleep/delay time must be computer controlled or in the case of mosfets driving the device we have to use accurate CMOS/TTL logic IC behind the gates of the mosfets. -So our timing signals should look like this:



Timing signals above show only two complete cycles in magnetizing mode but there can be more than two, as long as the total magnetizing time won‟t exceed few seconds.



The diagram in logic blocks of the control circuit:



SIMPLIFYING FURTHER THE MEG DESIGN First of all, I will like to add a obvious inconvenience. Why should I use the term MEG? Don‟t we all agree that is just a brand, even if it comes from “Motionless Electromagnetic Generator”? Why not call the device for what it truly is? Why hide the truth? Why not bluntly tell everything, and lay all our cards on the table?



“MEG” IS JUST A BRAND NEW “MEG” DEVICE TITLE = MAGNETIC DOMAINS AUTO-SPINNER (MDAS) :D Sounds better, doesn't it? :)) When we take a step back and analyze what is really happening in the MEG(MDAS) magnet, of course we all know by now that the MEG-MDAS design is just a means to extract the work done by the self-spinning-selfsustaining-Bloch-region in the magnet. We may not see the hole forest because of the trees if you know what i mean. So let‟s take this step back and look at the hole forest, the whole picture. What are we doing in a MEG magnet? We are trying to establish the second harmonic magnetic resonant natural inherent high Q frequency in a demagnetized magnet, in order to establish a self-sustaining self-spinning magnetic domain dynamics at magnetic resonance. Phiu! That sounds heavy. But why the second harmonic? Why not try to establish the fundamental? Won‟t that be more simple and easier to construct? So in the following pictures, let‟s try and do that. MAGNETIC DOMAINS AUTO-SPINNER DESIGNED TO WORK AT THE FUNDAMENTAL MAGNETIC RESONANT FREQUENCY:



Now, this design brings back memories of a similar free energy electric generator by Theodore Annis and Patrick Eberly in patent US 2007/0242406 (20090096219):



Darn! I told you if you think that you have come up with an original idea, think again. You might discover that it has already been discovered by others before you. (Note that I used the term “discover” and not “invented”). Although this device works in a different manner than the one I‟m describing, it is still a remarkable resemblance. This device is yet another offspring of the grandfather “Radus boots” and a cousin of MEG. Uff...Free energy family...it‟s a BIG family!



Connection between Annis&Eberly generator and Steven Mark TPU Hold on to something when you read this:



Annis&Eberly generator works the same way as the TPU! This is insane! I am insane! How on earth can I make such a connection? Am I in my right mind? Am I full of shit? What? How? How can I say something like this? What am I thinking? Can‟t everybody see the



obvious constructive difference?



Am I



stupid? How dare I say it works the same way? What the hell am I talking about here? Really? Really! Let‟s take it apart piece by piece. Bare with my insanity for a little while. If not, just amuse yourself with my fantasies. Or not? Ok. How does it work?



Ok. Don‟t be hard on me, saying that i have the cores interpreted in a wrong fashion from the one described in the patent. That what i say to be the core is the magnet and vice versa. You know what? It doesn't matter! The basic idea is that one ring is a magnet, while the other is a simple core. That‟s it! End of story. So, we are dealing with yet another “magnet switcher” that I put my hand on fire that it doesn‟t work. But hey, maybe these free energy inventors all know something that I don‟t. Maybe....Maybe they all agree somehow not to share the main ingredient, main magical central secret...ho can know? But hey, if you feel drawn to this garbage like me, then go ahead and replicate this shit, I‟m not going to stop you. I‟m just saying, don‟t waste you time like i did. Learn from my mistakes. What is special in this design? Hmm...let‟s think...The central reluctance switcher seems interesting...but it sounds to vague. Let‟s take it apart! How can such a reluctance switch be easily implemented? The most easy way to implement such a 4 way magnetic reluctance switcher is by using 4 coils. Let‟s allow us to change the basic design to implement the reluctance switch like this:



Are we clear until now? Is everything acceptable? Ok. How does these four coils fire in order to switch the magnetic flux in the way described in the original patent? They fire like this:



Let me simplify it again for you, in case the above drawing is to complex: Here is what we are interested in:



Hmm... looks familiar....where did we have seen this?................hmm..........Yes! I know!....but wait...it can‟t be...



Or can it? Could it be a simple coincidence that the Annis&Eberly reluctance switch version implemented by four coils, works like TPU-MEG hybrid flux switcher? I think not! I don‟t care what you think, this is more than a coincidence! It‟s the same technology based on the flux gate! You might say> You are absurd! Are you blind to the



obvious constructive difference? My response is, that my friend, it is you who doesn't see the big picture here. Bear with me, and have patience. Let‟s go on and “improve” or “simplify” or “evolve” or however you want to express yourself, depending on the perspective you have on things. So let us continue. Another question arises. Why use a ring magnet? Isn‟t that peculiar? It‟s kind of unheard of. Mainly ring magnets are found in speakers, but don‟t have longitudinal magnetization, and even if they had, we won‟t be able to cut one, considering how bridle they are. You might think that this is not a problem, and that it can be easily be replaced by a simple standard core and just make an electromagnet out of it. Yeah, that‟s true, but let me come up with a different solution, much more simpler, and low cost. It won‟t require the use of winding or an additional core. How about this:



Isn‟t it much more simpler this way? No more electromagnet, additional labor, windings, coils, cores. Simpler. Isn‟t it? I have just replaced the ring magnet with two magnets. Nothing has changed. Same operation principle. It works the same, doesn't it? No let‟s continue “simplifying” it. I told you it depends on how you see things. You could for example take all this trip/journey the other way around. Start from the TPU and you will eventually end up at Annis&Eberly generator, and you will say this is much more simpler than the Steven Mark TPU. Fine! I won‟t disagree with you. Let it be your way. It works in both ways, however you want to look at it. That‟s not the problem here. “simplifying” the design “evolving” the design, “complicating” the design, they are just wording in expressing the idea that in fact we are dealing here with the same technology. Bear with me a little longer to prove to you that. Now what we are forgetting/ignoring/missing (throughout this book I just put many words separated by character “/” so that you may choose the most appropriate word for you, the one that works best for you), ok, so what we are missing is this:



The return magnetic field lines of our magnets from the poles that we are not using are closing through the air. Hmm... that‟s not an efficient design...I mean, even if it works in overunity, you must agree that you are not using the whole story here. You are not using the whole magnetic flux of the permanent magnets. So you must agree that there is another improvement that must be done! So what is it? First step I will do is that I will segment the core. It won‟t make to much sense why i do that. Yet! So bear with me a little longer:



Do we have a problem here? No. Nothing has changed in the operation. This is an acceptable modification, even if you don‟t see yet why i did it. So, if we don‟t have a problem, then this design should work too:



-What on Earth am I doing? And where the hell am I going with this? -I told you to bare with me! Please! Just a little longer, we are almost there... -Almost where? This is insane!!! You‟re crazy man! This is crackpot science. You‟re out of your mind! -No!...No!...Please....wait!...if you can‟t take this seriously, then just amuse yourself with this joke of a device! Consider it entertainment for you...please...bear with me... -Ok.Whatever men. This is silly! -Is it? Let‟s continue to modify it like this:



You might say: -You can‟t do that! -What? -That! -What did i do? -You can‟t change the core of one device just for your sake to resemble the TPU. It‟s insane! You can‟t do that! -Listen. What have i done? Trace back the steps that I did, and you will see that I haven‟t done any major change in the original operation principle except changing the ring magnet with two magnets. That‟s all. And we agree that this changes almost nothing in the operation of the device. The rest is the same. Same operation. Look into it again, if you don‟t believe me. Just the design is slightly different! Same meat, different gravy! Now comes the big change, and you might not see this, but it is actually an improvement in the operation principle because we are using all the magnetic flux from the permanent magnets:



Rotating the magnets by 90 degrees, allows them to couple with the flux path they are switching. Isn‟t it more efficient? Think about it! How about it‟s operation now?



Then you might say, that just because i changed the design to look like the TPU, and replace the ring magnet with two magnets doesn‟t mean that it‟s has the same operation as TPU, or that we are dealing with the same technology. My response is that you are wrong. It is the same technology. Again, you would say: No! You are mixing apples and oranges! This has nothing to do with TPU! You are mixing cabbages with the baskets. Don‟t you see, even the magnets are arranges differently, they are in reversed polarity than in the TPU design you had described. You don‟t make sense! My response will be, my friend, again i say, that it is you ho doesn't see, that by this arrangement, in this polarity, it works by switching not only one flux path like in the original design, but four. When they are in repulsive mode, you just turn around one magnet, then it will work better, because the flux in one side of the device will be almost 0. So now we have not a single tiny difference between Annis TPU and Steven TPU. It is still a simple 4 magnetic flux path switcher:



I told you that Annis generator is a cousin of the TPU! They have the same blood. They are in the same family. They are in the same technology family tree/group. Believe that. It‟s true! I just shown you their relationship. They are family. Imagine now that the last 12 pictures or so happened in my head in about 1 second or so. I visualized this shit in a flash (meaning an instant, not a flash of light like schizophrenic episodes... again wording....words are not important, is the meaning...please don‟t get me wrong...) I thought it might provide useful insight to others so i decided to share my vision. Don‟t get your hopes up. I still think it‟s garbage. You might think that if we align the ferromagnetic domains in a side of the 4 way switch in one direction by powering a coil, the flux from the permanent magnet, won‟t go through there.......hmm................false! Think about it! It seems logical but it‟s not! It is another magnet switcher junk that gives false hopes to people. Pile of rubish.



Connection between the Annis&Eberly generator and Bearden MEG Let‟s start with with alteration of the original design like this:



We could just place the ring magnet, inside the reluctance switcher with no effect in the operation of the device. You can easily guess where this is going:



Feels like I‟m describing “My Preciousss!” of Sméagol or something from the Lord of the Rings trilogy or something...you know.... Anyhow....



How does it work?



Note that in the MEG, the coils don‟t work quite the same way, but nevertheless you get the picture. Another subject very important in our study of flux gate technology or magnet switchers technology, however you want to call it, is the



Naudin 2SGen For those who didn‟t figure it out, it is very obvious that Naudin has discovered 2SGen while studying an Orbo stator. Regarding Orbo technology, I have nothing to say, except that it‟s a wonderful technology, i believe it to be very trustworthy, and real. However closer examination of the magnetic flux dynamics inside the motor, leaves us very disappointed by the week efficiency, and power generation. So the Orbo stator is key element in the motor. Further dissecting the stator toroid will lead us to the....2SGen. I will not discuss anything more on Orbo motor, mainly because this book is centered on Solid State Generators. However I firmly believe that going beyond the basic Orbo technology towards a solid state version, we will inevitably reach the Rodin Coil, but that‟s a different story. So, back on 2SGen. When I first saw 2SGen back in 2010, i knew immediately that it‟s SM TPU technology. So I confronted Naudin about it, and he firmly and strongly rejected my observation saying that 2SGen has nothing to do with Steven Mark TPU. Sad...I knew then, that i wasn‟t talking with a person with an open mind... You see, the mind is like a parachute, it only works if it is open. I‟ve heard Jordan Maxwell saying this quoting Anthony J. D΄Angelo. Let me prove it to you:



There is another saying that i can‟t put my finger on it, it goes something like this: “You can direct a man to the burning flame, but you can‟t force him to see it”. I think it‟s very appropriate in our case.



If you may, let me be a little poetic and say: “In 2010 Mother MEG delivered with the help of Naudin a new born child: 2SGen. It's just a baby, it can't feed itself, but someday it will develop and reach maturity, and it will be able to feed itself. You will see.” What I mean by all this, is that if you don‟t see the resemblance both in design and operation with MEG, then it‟s clear that no matter how many illustrations you look at, you are like that blind person who refuses to acknowledge that the there is a burning flame in front of him, even if he has burns on his hands from so many attempts to scope what‟s in front of him.



Going further and improving the 2SGen design by mimicking it’s mother. First thing that the little toy 2SGen must learn from it‟s mother is to walk properly. We clearly see that 2SGen is more like crawling than walking:



Let me simplify the above schematic, in case it‟s confusing, and to clearly see what am i talking about when i say “crawling”:



This is not very efficient. I mean, think about it for a while! If the FET transistor is switching the main coil so that a current if formed in only one direction, then why wouldn‟t it work in the other direction too? Why not attack the primary coil with a both ways square wave (bipolar square wave), a square wave with symmetrical shape? Why not? Thus we reverse the process, so it will happen in the other direction too.



However, there is a catch to this improvement. When the magnetic flux from the permanent magnet is redrawing from the left side in the above diagram it doesn't go straight to the center, but it follows a gently transition back to equilibrium. I have called this time period “transient response time of the core” back in the MEG study. Experienced readers will have to excuse my non-conventional, non-academic incorrect terminology i use to express what I mean. This frequency It is mainly determined by the core type and the power of the magnet. What it needs to be done is to switch the primary coil in both ways using a bifilar coil, with two 180 phase shifted square wave signals driving them. Then you set the switching frequency to this period:



Considering that Dtc will be below 20%, it is more correct to say that we power the coils with retriggerable oneshots than saying with square wave. 



A cheap accessible approach to signal generator (max 20KHz):



extreme accuracy



The most accessible approach I can imagine to generating signals with an extreme accuracy is only assisted by a computer. There may be other very sophisticated digital signal generators out-there that can have even .2 digits accuracy. But such devices are not so accessible.



Therefore, since almost anybody has access to a not so sophisticated personal computer, we can program it, and



high precision



use it as a signal generator. How do we do that? We will need: A: A personal computer with Windows 95/98/ME/NT/2000/XP/2003/VISTA or 7, 32 or 64 bit operating system; B: A common sound card (Windows compatible 8/16/24 bit); C: Install a software program called GoldWave; D: Any old Stereo speakers, at least 2W (we will break them, so don‟t use those which you are currently using unless you are careful, and you will have to assemble them back) NOTE: If you have a powerful stereo audio amplifier greater than 10W, you could use it with no concern of breaking something; It is better to have a power amplifier, because the outputs to the speakers are equipped with plugs, so we could take those outputs and use them in any application we need. If we don‟t have a power amplifier we can take apart some old speakers, disassemble them, cut the wires from the amplifier circuit board that goes to the loudspeakers. You will have a total of 4 wires. Now find out what the ground is for both of the speakers and connect them together. Now we are left with only 3 output wires. This is kindergarten stuff for any researcher in this field of study. Plug the amplifier in the output jack of your sound-card. Start the GoldWave and there you have it!



This free fully-functional software can be downloaded for an evaluation period here, or use at your own risk a more cracked “pirated” version of the software here (torrent link). It has an extremely powerful tool to evaluate any mathematical expression or function and plot it‟s value across time!



It has the ability to sweep a full range of frequencies from any x to any y in any time interval you wish. The



That is an accuracy of tens of thousands of a Hertz! This is only usable precision of a wave can be programed with x and y variables with .4 digits accuracy.



across long sounds-waves, That is if for example you plot a sweep of a sinewave frequency from 12 to 14 Hz across one hour wav file length of time (you will need lots of GB free space on your HDD). This will advance the frequency from 12 Hz towards 14 Hz with a step of 0.0005 Hz per second! Of course you won‟t be forced to wait an hour near your device, unless you want to be more accurate and determine more decimals for your resonant frequency(which is useful for higher harmonics), you can always skip ahead with one click of a mouse. The user interface is user-friendly that is if you know what you are doing or what you want to do. System requirements: GoldWave requires a minimum 1.5GHz Pentium 4 (or compatible processor), a mouse, 256MB of RAM, 20MB of disk space, and a sound card. For best performance, a 2GHz or faster processor with 512MB of RAM or more is recommended. Windows 2000, XP, Vista, 7, or later is required. Older versions of Windows will not run recent versions of GoldWave, but you can install GoldWave v4.26 on those systems. Don‟t be scared if these requirements are too high if you want to bring to life an old useless computer for this particular job. You could use older versions that require much less resources. I could speak a lot on this program and create a tutorial for it, but that doesn't make the subject of this book. You can view tutorials on the web here, here, or here. You could use something along these lines:



Here are some cool mathematical expressions that outputs different signals. Don‟t waste you time studying DSP so that you know how to build these expressions. I repeat, it‟s a waste of time. Maybe you will find all of this useful, which i doubt, but hey you may never know... int(2*t*(((n/N/2)*(y-x))+x))%2*2-1 (((n/N/2)*(y-x))+x) abs(int(2*t*f)%2*2) abs(int(2*t*(((n/N/2)*(y-x))+x))%2*2) SIMPLEST DUTY CYCLE: 1-limit(int(t%5)) another one shot: (1-(int(4*t*f)%2)*2)*(1-limit(int((2*t*f)%8))) Coolest One shot: (1-(int(4*t*f)%2)*2)*(1-limit(int((2*t*f)%f))) works in ELF: (1-(int(10*t*f)%2)*2)*(1-limit(int((5*t*f)%f))) better switching at Higher f: (1-(int(15*t*f)%2)*2)*(1-limit(int((5*t*f)%f))) frequency correction: (1-(int(3*t*f^2)%2)*2)*(1-limit(int((t*f^2)%f))) where 8 is duty cycle 1/8 duty cycle %70 int(t*f)%3 int(2*t*(((n/N/2)*(y-x))+x)+1.5)%3 int(2*t*(((n/N/2)*(y-x))+x))%3 simple 180 phase shift square wave int(2*t*(((n/N/2)*(y-x))+x))%2 int(2*t*(((n/N/2)*(y-x))+x)+1)%2 one shot: step(-int(t*f)%2) - step(-int(t*f+0.8)%2) 0.8 is 80% duty cycle to sweep anything replace f with: (((n/N/2)*(y-x))+x) meaning: step(-int(t*(((n/N/2)*(y-x))+x))%2) - step(-int(t*(((n/N/2)*(y-x))+x)+0.8)%2) saw tooth: 1-t%1



duty cycle saw tooth: (t*step(-int(t)%2))%1 1*(step(-int(t)%2))-(t*step(-int(t)%2))%1 cool one shot saw tooth: (1-t%1)*step(t%2-1)+(-1+t%1)*step(1-t%2) (1-t*f%1)*step(t*f%2-1)+(-1+t*f%1)*step(1-t*f%2) sweep: (1-t*(((n/N/2)*(y-x))+x)%1)*step(t*(((n/N/2)*(y-x))+x)%2-1)+(-1+t*(((n/N/2)*(y-x))+x)%1)*step(1-t*(((n/N/2)*(yx))+x)%2) MEG v2 dual: abs(int(4*t*f)%2*2) abs(int(4*t*(((n/N/2)*(y-x))+x))%2*2) (1-2*t*f%1)*step(2*t*f%2-1)+(-1+2*t*f%1)*step(1-2*t*f%2) (1-2*t*(((n/N/2)*(y-x))+x)%1)*step(2*t*(((n/N/2)*(y-x))+x)%2-1)+(-1+2*t*(((n/N/2)*(y-x))+x)%1)*step(12*t*(((n/N/2)*(y-x))+x)%2) MEG v3 4 channel: (1-(int(3*t*f^2)%2)*2)*(1-limit(int((t*f^2)%f))) etc



The Rodin Coil



The most accessible and easy way to tap into Zero Point Energy (whatever that means) using twisted magnetic flux generated inside an original standard Marko Rodin Coil:



There are many ways in which to fire the Rodin coils. And I say that again. Many firing sequences. Many configurations. Many topologies. You can spin the field in various ways using the Rodin Coil.



Different firing sequences for the Rodin Coil First thing that frequently pops up searching the web for Rodin coil is the JL Naudin version:



When I look at this, it makes me cry, and shout towards the sky. This is so sad! It makes me bitter just by looking at how he powers it. Naudin definitely was in a hurry to test it out, so he ignored all the firing sequence, control circuit, family groups, and all that. It‟s insane! Marko clearly said that we shouldn‟t try this (click here to hear Marko saying this)! Quote: “ […]they are so separated from one another, than that’s why one wire is on at a given time, because if both wires have the same family number group on at the same time, then this coil wouldn’t work, it will have resistance”. (YouTube movie clip 19/44 minute 0 second 49)



This clearly means we should‟nt try to power both wires/coils at the same time. Maybe I‟m wrong, but if I do, then let‟s analyze Marko words in more detail.



Right here in his own words he describes the signal that we have to use to power the coil. Let‟s quote him when he describes this signal: “That one wire…there’s two wires here. That one wire, ALL the positives are in one wire at a minute of the first stage. There’s three stages. It’s a firing stage. The first activation sequence of this coil, only the right wire is all positive (that’s your 1,4,7). The second activation stage is all your left wire is all positive (is activated). And now the first family number group 1,4,7…the other wire is totally off. And then they’re both off. None of them are positive, they’re all neither positive, and the middle space in there becomes all positives (the 3,9,6)” (YouTube movie clip 18/44 minute 4 second 13) So in my mind this is what he‟s describing:



We will call this the 


firing sequence for the standard configuration Marko Rodin coil>



But wait, later on the same presentation, Marko describes a different type of activation sequence. Let me quote this particular conversation in case you didn‟t follow the link, and to make sure I understand it right: "[Charlie:]-So, you are saying the polarity switches when the current reverses its direction? [Marko:]- [...] when it hits one wire the electricity goes in one way, when it hits the other wire it goes in the opposite direction." In my mind by the word “wire” I understand “coil” right? So Marko answer to Charlie question will look like this: -[...]when it hits one coil the electricity goes in one way, when it hits the other coil it goes in the opposite direction. Now from his words can be deduced that the new activation sequence will look like this: (Firing sequence version 2)



But wait again! It‟s getting trickily by the minute! Let‟s turn back a few seconds in the same conversation, and analyze Marko words again. To me, this guy Charlie definitely knows how to put the right questions, but is the answers of Marko that are confusing): “[Charlie:]1,4 and 7 are ALWAYS POSITIVE ? (just like in my presented signal diagram above) [Marko:]



No.



(Ups! It means that my firing sequence is not right)



…



[Marko:] 1,4,7 are always positive [Charlie:] Then they flip ? They reverse the polarity ? Is that what you mean ?



OR 1,4,7 are always negative.” (YouTube movie clip 19/44 minute 0 second 10) Ok, in that 2 letter word there “OR” may lie the key. In that 2 letter word “OR” may lie the



[Marko:]



information that the presented signal diagrams for the activation sequence of the rodin coil may be correct. In that 2 letter word



“OR” could lie the information that the Rodin coil could run like this:



Same signal (firing sequence) but the wires are reversed. Same thing. No difference in operation. Only a conceptual difference. Same meat different gravy. But wait again! Dear God! It‟s getting more confusing by second! Let‟s continue the conversation: “[Marko:] This coil here…the negative 1,4,7 are ALL on the wire that the positive 8,2,5 are on. You don’t have…And the positive 8,2,5… and the positive 1,4,7 all have the negative 8,2,5” (YouTube movie clip 19/44 minute 0 second 30). This one‟s the nasty one. Can‟t figure out the head and tail of this one. It could describe this type of signal: (Firing sequence version 3)



Considering the fact that this type of signal is backed up by Marko words a few minutes earlier in the presentation and I quote: “The 1 and the 4 and the 7 are ALL positive at the same time, and the 2,8,5 they are all positive are all negative at the same time.”(YouTube movie clip 18/44 minute 3 second 54).



“AND”



AND they



“OR”



That word firmly contradicts the later word. Either he‟s not paying attention to what he is saying, or this guy doesn‟t have any type of logic whatsoever. From the above quote, I understand that in the working



AND



condition, a specific coil (wire or family number group) is also positive also negative. It‟s incredible confusing and insane, but nevertheless all this types of signals should be tested, considering the fact that if the first ones are the right ones, then they are extremely and incredible in simplicity. All you need is the simplest electronic circuit ever, an astable multi-vibrator, in which the time constant of a state is the double of the other. It should look like this:



And then take the 2 outputs of the astable and put them through a variable one shot circuit, so the final signals will look like this:



If we study the standard firing sequence for the standard Rodin Coil, and think it through, we should reach an interesting conclusion. If the Rodin coil spins its created magnetic field, and it does as we will see in future experiments, then this spin will have inertia (because it has mass, remember?). This is a very important aspect. What does this mean? It means that the imposed firing frequency will interfere with the established spin frequency. Sometimes will have constructive interference, and other times will have destructive interference. This means at certain frequencies the two frequencies will be in tune, and at other will not. This will also give a beat frequency. All of these are very subtle and can be easily passed by. For simplicity reasons, let‟s consider firing the coils at the fundamental frequency of the established magnetic field spin. We know from the MEG study, the important 45 degrees break/pause/delay between the spin and the firing/actuator/exciter pulse/kick. But think for a second, there is no reason why this delay shouldn‟t be let‟s say 90 degrees! Even better than 45 degrees, the 90 degrees established phase shift between the spinning magnetic field and the actuator kicks will behave in a more efficient way because of the attracting and repulsive forces acting in tandem at the same time:



This lag/break/phase shift/transition time/pause/delay or whatever you want to call it, it is the actual reason behind the STAGE 3 in the Rodin coil firing sequence when all coils are completely off. It doesn't start with stage 3, the firing sequence starts by hitting let‟s say in one direction, then the other 90 degrees offset, and then you are off, so that a 90 degrees lag will be formed between the established spin(from the two previous stages) and the next following pulses. This will mean that this lag/break/phase shift/transition time/pause/delay or whatever you want to call it, will have to happen only once! then you don‟t have it no more! A hybrid variant of the Rodin coil firing sequence: (Firing sequence version 4)



If these pulses were sine-waves then they will be 90 degrees phase shifted, but since we can‟t implement such a phase shift with pulsed direct current (PDC) sequential pulses will have to suffice.



The Rodin coil and the double torus topology



This only happens when we create a “shear” between the two coils standard Rodin coils, by driving them with a non-standard firing sequence, consisting of two opposite currents like so:



The field configuration for one standard Rodin coil is difficult to visualize, nevertheless for two running in opposition, but after some brain squeezing, 3D mental imagination and over-burning your third eye chakra by applying right hand rule along the rodin wires, you will come to realise that indeed the field configuration is exactly like Nassim Haramein double torus and Adam Trombly double toroid dynamo The magnetic field always follows the wires at 90 degrees in respect to them, so the Marko Rodin standard coil magnetic field configuration is exactly like the non-standard “to the right” Rodin winding. An additional insight is the extremely crucial winding detail regarding the inner laying down the wires. It is imperative the the wires at the center don‟t get mixed and jumbled together, because otherwise the twelve equatorial magnetic flux vectors going in/out will not form! In order to achieve an ordering and neatly lay down the wires, first



always be on the surface of the toroid.



they must I repeat. It is imperative that the wires are always laid down on the surface of the toroid. Especially at the center, where all the magic happens. They must not be under any condition be freely suspended in air.



To achieve this, we must do some trigonometry lessons:



In the above drawing we will start as if we know the outer radius of the torus(AO) and we must set our goal to determine the exact inner center radius (BO). This segment can be determined from the right angle triangle AOB. First we must determine the angle A. It can be determined from the Inscribed angle theorem:



Then we apply a simple trigonometric function in our triangle AOB and we get:



We have determined exactly what we wanted. If we know the inner circle, then we divide it by 0,2679 and we get the outer radius of a perfect Rodin torus. Or if we know the outer diameter(radius) we can determine what the inner radius should be by multiplying with 0,2679 so that the wires are not suspended in air in



laid down on the surface



the center, and are neatly of the torus always and ever. -How does this help us in practical applications? How can this be put into practice? -Simple. You don‟t have to create a torus from scratch to satisfy this condition. It is sufficient to modify the torus that you have. You lower the inner radius, or increase the outer one, to satisfy this condition. This can be done by adding layers of paper along the inner circumference or on the outside, depending on the case. You can use thick electrical tape, silicon adhesive, window insulation kit or whatever you find accessible to you, as long as your torus cross-section always remains a circle. Also make sure that you take into account the inner diameter to be larger than the formula dictates to accommodate for the winding. We don‟t seek that the wires inside the hole to be situated on the surface dictated by the rigid formula above. You must account for the total diameter of the bunch of wires for one winding. So for example if you are using 20 full turns... We will consider a full turn to be a complete winding of the 12 poles,



meaning the pole where you start, and when you have reached again at this pole we will call it a full turn. If you like consider a full Rodin turn = 12*small Rodin turns. Whatever makes you feel comfortable.



So let‟s say you have 20 turns and by applying a “bee combs” packaging formula (theoretical minimum packaging diameter allowed for a bunch of wires) you will end up with let‟s say 4 mm total diameter of one winding created from all these 20 full Rodin turns. Ok now, you start by accurately calculating the inner radius and the outer radius, then you make the inner radius 2 mm bigger (so that the center of the total bunch of 20 wires sits nice on the perfect inner surface/inner radius calculated previously) Then the second important aspect of inner order of the Rodin coil, is to place pins in the inside, not on the outside!



Jesus! So many pins...we will soon run out of pins if we continue on these lines. When will these Rodin coil builders realise that is not the outside arrangement of the windings as important as is the inner arrangement? When?



This is why we need a perfect torus like described above, so that the wires going through the hole will



always sit on the surface of the torus.



As we can see, first, we must make sure that all wires, all the time are sitting on the surface of a perfect toroid. Second, place guiding pins inside the hole of the torus, not to mingle the wires together. Third make absolutely sure, that there is the mandatory crucial critical empty space between the wires (band 3 no-winding). This is imperative! It is crucial! It is extremely important! What‟s the point in respecting this empty space on the outside if in the inside hole, all wires are mingled together? This is insane! This is no Rodin Coil! This will not work! Forget about it! If you don‟t create and respect the empty space between the wires in the inner hole of a Rodin Coil, you have nothing! No Rodin Coil, No nothing! Nothing! If you don‟t create this space, forget about it! You‟re lost! You have nothing! It is imperative, crucial and critical to implement this empty space between the wires! Crucial! If you don‟t put this in you head, then you can forget everything about Rodin coils! Nothing matters the most, as this critical empty space between the wires, that must be extremely neatly arranged in the inside. Forget the outside! The outside arrangement is not as important as the inside! If you haven‟t clearly delimited the wires correctly, then you have nothing. Junk, that‟s what it is. Useless. Piece of crap. This space is crucial in designing the Rodin Coil, and yet I haven‟t seen anywhere on the web this to be underlined! Nowhere! Where are all these people thinking? Where is their head? Where is their mind? This critical empty gap between the wires is not very, is extremely important in minimizing the return flux path created by the wires. We need the flux vectors on the equatorial plane between the double torus, to flow in between the wires. We don‟t want them to quickly return around the wire! Don‟t you see? It is imperative to respect this, otherwise you have created nothing! If you correctly visualize the magnetic flux vectors created by the two Rodin coils running in opposition, you will immediately see another crucial/critical purpose for this third band empty space. You will see that always if the equatorial magnetic flux vectors are going away from the center, then moving away from the equator the flux vectors will always point to the inside of the torus. When you will correctly visualize this, then you will immediately jump to the conclusion of a magnetic monopole. But hold you thoughts a little longer, because appearances can be miss-leading. Don‟t quickly jump to the conclusion that the Rodin Coil creates magnetic monopole, as others did. This is wrong. Rodin Coil has nothing to do with monopoles. Fine, if you don‟t agree, then just like i did, over-burn you third eye



chakra in imagining the real actual magnetic field created by the Rodin Coil. Then we will continue our conversation, and see ho is right. So the flux vectors will always point to the inside of the material of the torus, regardless where you are on the surface (for this particular firing method). Now it is imperative to ask yourself: Wait a second if it goes inside the material of the torus, then it must come out, doesn't it? Where does it come out to close itself? It comes out through this empty 3 band with no wire on it! Don‟t you see? Cut the vortex mathematics crap about the true meaning of this empty 693 invisible energy shit, and see it for what it really is! It provides a space for the return flux path of the magnetic “shear” created by the two coils fired in opposition. And keep in mind that all this is twisted! Maybe the most difficult thing you can imagine! I have to admit, I never was able and even now to completely see it in mind eye like Tesla when he imagined devices in great detail in his mind eye, but i can see it in pieces and fragments for short periods of time. By applying the symmetry argument to these imagined pieces you can pretty much figure out the entire picture/torus dynamics. Using sewing string to keep the wires of each winding separated one from the other:



I know i was a little arrogant previously, but what you see in this picture is not the best of what I can do. I know i did a lot of fuss over the empty space between the wires at the center, but if i have to evaluate what I did in the previous picture, from a scale from 1 to 10, it barley makes it a 5.



Almost forgot to mention, a very important point. This double torus is not a surface, nor a balloon. It is a filled topology. It is not a surface! If you like, consider that you have infinite number of surfaces of all dimensions. Of course there is a limit, but if you have infinite number of surfaces, then this double torus is not empty in the inside. It is full. Keep that in mind.



Considering this limit. Of course this double torus topology won‟t be 2 meters in diameter created by 10 cm rodin coil. This is absurd. The reason, maybe not so obvious from all the pictures above, is that this double torus field is limited in maximum diameter by the average value of the inner hole radius and the whole torus radius.



Calculating Rodin wire length This serves many purposes. First it allows us to determine the wire consumption which is useful, but another main purpose is for magnetic resonance. The magnetic resonance frequency is determined by the wire length. So how do we do it? First thing that might pop up is that of a cross-section through the toroid like this:



Why is it wrong?



RODIN WIRES MUST ALWAYS SIT ON THE SURFACE OF THE TOROID! I AM TIRED Because, of two reasons. First, I am tired of repeating that



OF REPEATING THIS OVER AND OVER AGAIN! AND I SHOUT IT AGAIN IN VAIN: IT IS IMPERATIVE! IT IS CRUCIAL! IT IS CRITICAL THAT RODIN COIL WIRES MUST ALWAYS, ALWAYS, ALWAYS, ALWAYS, ALWAYS IN ALL SITUATIONS SIT ON THE SURFACE OF THE TORUS. ALWAYS! NO MATTER WHAT! I DON’T CARE HOW YOU DO IT, BUT WIRES MUST IN ALL



SIT ON THE SURFACE OF THE TORUS TOPOLOGY SITUATIONS, IN ALL PLACES, IN ALL CIRCUMSTANCES,



ALWAYS! ALWAYS!



I‟M TIRED! can‟t you see the reason? Maybe bigger letters, will help people understand...but I'm just deluding myself...sad...nobody seems to get it... And here i go again with the reason. Marko Rodin clearly states that there must be a third band, a third space, a third segment, a third place, however you want to call it which is un-winded(no coil on it). So this empty space is crucial in separating the equatorial outgoing magnetic flux vectors from the merging magnetic flux vectors in the double torus topology. So what‟s the point in respecting this empty space on the outside circumference of the toroid, if in the inside all the wires are mingled together, and no more discrimination is visible? What‟s the point? I mean how do you expect to discriminate between the directional equatorial flux vectors? Which of them are going, and which are merging? How will the flux look like in the inside? Think about it! Imagine it! It‟s nonsense! It won‟t work! Wires must sit on the surface of the torus, and they must be separated one from the other. Second reason why the method presented above is wrong is that one small Rodin turn (meaning between two



A small Rodin turn is situated on a plane inclined 15 degrees in respect the the plane through the center of the torus. poles) is NOT situated on a cross-section plane through the center of the torus.



So in a cross-section plane our circles will become ellipses.



So, now let‟s take this step by step. What do we need? We need the perimeter of an ellipse. It is also called circumference of the ellipse. This is not an easy equation, but we can use simpler approximate versions instead. We can use Ramanujan equation for the circumference of the ellipse: Or a better aproximation:



Ecuation to determine the small Rodin turn (complete turn/12):



Where a and b are:



Or they could be reversed, it is not relevant in our case. a is simple. It is the radius of the core of the perfect Rodin torus:



I have to admit I‟m using a non-conventional naming for D,d,R,r in a standard donut torus. Yeah I know, guilty as charged. Shoot me. Let me clearly define them visually to destroy any shadow of a doubt:



Use any method you prefer, as long as your calculations are correct, and we all get there, there is nothing to argue about. Different roads, same destination. No problem here. To determine b, we will return to the standard basic Rodin step angle of 150 degrees:



This length can be easily determined from this equation: This length can be easily seen that it is four times our b in the ellipse.



From all of this, we can now write with strong conviction the



ecuation for the total length of a complete Rodin turn:



If you don’t belive me, If you don‟t believe that the total wire lenght for a complete Rodin turn can have such a complex formula, then take a perfect Rodin torus, and again I repeat myself, a perfect Rodin torus is a toroid where the inner hole diameter is smaller than the total big diameter of the whole torus with a factor of tan(15). So take such a



Then take a piece of sewing string, cut it at the result you get, and verify the equation! Please! What do have to lose? Nothing! Please try. You could simply write it in a new excel torus, measure the diameters, and calculate a complete Rodin turn using the above formula.



spreadsheet cell, so that you won‟t have to remake the calculations with each modification.



Note that first thing first, this formula is an approximation, and is very close to reality so you don‟t have to worry, unless you are planning for more than 100 complete turns in Rodin coil A for example, which is a titanic work. Second, this formula only applies to only one complete turn! When you have winded 2 complete turn, the 3rd winding will theoretically arrange itself with the two before it in a compact close together cylinders. And so on depending on how many complete turns you have:



Tuning to magnetic resonance with a Rodin Coil We will use the standard configuration Rodin Coil, winded with the standard 150 degrees step, double torus topology magnetic torsion field, non-standard firing sequence. We will drive it at ELF, in order not to interfere with the natural damping of the LC oscillations. We will use this basic setup:



We are interested in Q factor and Damping ratio We can make the Rodin coil with a variable length by not winding it completely and with each small turn we do another sweep of the frequencies to see if the damping has decreased. We can change from series to parallel connection between the L and C, if we don‟t have such a high value variable capacitor. But something must be bigger and something small. Either you have a high value capacitor and few turns, or either you have low capacitance variable capacitor and many turns in your Rodin coil. We can make a temporary connection to the enamelled wires with a alligator clip that has sharp teeth, with not a very strong spring, so we will not cut the wire accidentally with it. We wind another small turn and sweep again. And so on, until we determine the exact relation between magnetic resonant frequency and the Rodin wires length/turns. This double torus topology is also where resonant air-core transformer:



Donald L. Smith arrived with his famous



That is why Smith always answers to the questions of how much power can his devices produce, he replies in VA and not in W! Because he is using natural LC oscillations in the secondary(slightly actuated by the primary coil pulses) which deliver the current 90 degrees phase shifted from the voltage. The problem that Don never addresses is when you connect a load to this taped point air core transformer(more like an oscillator) is the fact that the oscillation frequency of the secondary won't be tuned anymore to the magnetic resonance (to the spin established by the coil itself). So extracting energy from this secondary oscillator poses another problem. He does slightly address this issue, but I don‟t think he was explicit enough here:



It can‟t be seen properly, but what i think he is really talking about re-calculating the oscillation frequency of the secondary if you connect an inductive load (another transformer after the main secondary/collector/oscillator). Another reason for two separated grounds:



As it is obvious Donal L. Smith air core resonant transformer/oscillator/device creates the Haramein double



The difference is that it is not twisted. It doesn't have torsion like Rodin field has. torus topology just like the standard Marko Rodin coil and Adam Trombly dynamo.



First we must get out of the famous Tesla Air Core Resonant Transformer mindset if we ever want to replicate Don Smith device. Don‟t you ever wandered why it‟s called “device”? and not “transformer” or “generator”? Why? I believe that the most logic deduction is that it is neither of those. I firmly believe that the Don Smith device is not a transformer, and it doesn't operate on standard fundamental transformer principles. I think we are dealing here with an oscillator NOT a transformer. Don Smith device is a special oscillator, not a transformer! The “what we will call primary” is actually a simple actuator/exciter/kicker or whatever you want to call it. The “secondary” in Don Smith device is actually the central/prime unit of oscillation, The apparent “secondary” is the primary component here! You see now why we have to get out of the Tesla coil mindset? Many people ho are trying to replicate Don Smith device consider that they are dealing with a special air core transformer! This is wrong! Appearances can be misleading! Don‟t be fooled by obvious deductions. Don Smith device is not a transformer! It is an oscillator! Yeah, but you might say, where does the energy come from? Doesn't come from primary L1 coil? No! No! No! You haven‟t understood anything if you are inclined to think that way! If it were to come from the L1 coil, then the “primary” side of the device will have run out of energy long before you were even able to say “Success”. The extra energy is coming from the “secondary” L2 coil! The L2 coil is the Central worker in the device. The L2 is doing all the work. L2 is the central piece that is the most important part. L2 coil is what makes all free energy possible. L2 coil is the magic of the circuit. L2 coil is where all the action is happening. The L2 coil is the primary component of the circuit. It oscillates by itself because it is in resonance with it‟s established magnetic field. Never forget that any magnetic field has mass, and therefore has a resonant fundamental frequency different from the oscillations of it‟s build up and collapse. So if you can generate a spin or a flip or a polarity reversal of the magnetic field with just one build-up and collapse of the field, then you can enter in magnetic resonance with such a coil just by sweeping the frequency of the build-up and collapse. Then you will find a frequency (different from the LC resonant frequency of the circuit) at which the natural LC oscillations will not fade away exponentially, and have a more slowly decay time. The you can say you have found “magnetic resonance of the LC circuit” or that “the LC circuit is set on magnetic resonance” or “our LC circuit is tuned to magnetic resonance”. Then if you want to extract energy from the self-oscillations of such an LC magnetically tuned circuit you will find that it is more difficult that you might think. First thing you might be temped to do is to put a load on such self-oscillations established in the LC circuit, but this will always will stop the oscillations, because you are changing the frequency! You will need to build a second coil near it and tune it to the same frequency. But you won‟t get to much induced EMF in you second coil because the first one is not set to it‟s natural LC frequency. We are working with magnetic resonance frequency which is different than of the natural LC frequency of the circuit. Another thing you might be tempted to do is to place a core and thus you increase the magnetic coupling between the coils. This is true, but again, this is conventional thinking, we must put aside such thoughts, if we want to successfully replicate any of these solid state generators. We can‟t place a core inside the coils, to have a more familiar “transformer type



operation” device, because we are changing the inductance of the primary coil, and thus the magnetic resonant frequency. So the self-oscillations will stop. (unless you find the magnetic resonance of the domains in the core - note - not any core will work best) The solution is to



bring the two resonances together into only one



resonance. If we manage to create such a special coil which reverse/spin/move/vibrate/flip it‟s established magnetic field that creates a field that has a higher harmonic of the fundamental resonant frequency set exactly on the LC natural resonance of the circuit, then we are in business. So, there are many variables here which we can tune to satisfy this condition. We can change the inductance of the coil by using a special core, or change the number of windings, or change the capacitance. Note that by changing the number of windings/inductance you change the magnetic resonance point, and by changing the capacitance you change the LC natural resonance of the circuit. Only when the two resonances are ONE then you can extract energy from these self-oscillations just by other identical coils close to it:



Don Smith devices - bringing magnetic resonance and LC resonance into ONLY ONE JOINED SAME RESONANT frequency As i have stated, we only need just one actuator/exciter/kicker coil to maintain the self-oscillations and prevent their fading away tendency (even at magnetic resonance). This can be clearly seen in the above picture magnetic resonance - LC resonance coils by Don Smith. Of course you will say, that I‟m wrong and these are very similar to Tesla Coils. Ok. Fine. You know what? You want to consider them small Tesla Coils, fine. Consider them what you want. It won‟t change the fundamental principle of operation. It is the principle of operation here that is important. Fine! Ok! Let it be your way. They are Tesla Coils. Ok. But now, consider improving your Tesla Coil, not only to work on LC resonance (LC frequency of the primary = LC frequency of the secondary for maximum energy transfer) but to work also in magnetic resonance. Then you will get self-oscillations in your secondary coil. They will eventually stop, but if they are to continue for a certain time, then you will in theory get overunity. But then you no longer have a transformer, but an oscillator. Your secondary coil in your Tesla coil will oscillate by itself, and only tiny amounts of power needs to be delivered to the primary in order to prevent the inevitable natural decay of the self-oscillations. So you have to admit, that they are not Tesla coils, just because the Tesla Coil is regarded in the conventional mainstream science as an air-core transformer. But we have determined that we are not dealing here with a transformer, but instead with an oscillator that oscillates by itself.



Other devices that I‟m going to talk about:



Further study: - Sparky Sweet VTA-SQM useful site: http://www.rexresearch.com/sweet/1nothing.htm - Construction of the Floyd Sweet's VTA by Michael Watson: http://www.intalek.com/Index/Projects/Research/Construction%20of%20the%20Floyd%20Sweet%27s%20VTA%20by %20Michael%20Watson.htm This book is suffering frequent updates, so read the last updated version here: https://docs.google.com/document/pub?id=1gJHVdx7Gl3aPjR2PDblgYGIlMhNKoHPFG0VfJl6U_-Y Embeded code:  We need your help! This book requires proofreading - English is not the native language of the author- If you notice any errors place a comment by logging in with a Google account. Feedback is welcomed.



Final thought: Maybe it’s not meant to be for me to build a free energy device, but I would give anything, anything just to see at least one human being that has build a working model based on the shit presented in all these nonsense crap of a book. Just one, that’s all I want. Nothing more, nothing less. Just one being that has build a working prototype, and it’s a good compassionate person ho will put a video on youtube, saying to the free energy community: “Hey guys! Check this out! I’ve build a free energy device based on the shit and crap in this bullshit of a book i have found on the web.” ...............That’s all I ask from God.............. Is it to much??? Contact the author: http://www.facebook.com/niculae.razvan?sk=info
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